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PADUCAR DAILY 
IAIMMENDATIONS -ARE MADE
FOR' NEW ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
e7,(J44
ER.
PADUGAI-1,---ILY-i-,—TtiFADAY MORNING, MAY 22, 19. VOL e3, O. 17
Board of Public Works and Light Committee Unanim-
ously Recommend the Improvement.
THE GENERAL COUNCIL IS URGED TO SPEND Sao,000 ON
THE _PLANT WHICH WILL GIVE THE CITY NEW EN-
GINE, BOILERS, DYNAMOS AND STREET LAMPS TO COV-
ER THE ENTIRE CITY.
A meeting of the board of public
works and the joint light committee
of the general council was held yes-
terday afternoon at the city ball to
take up the matter of improving the
city electric light plant.
The members present were Presi-
dent Noble, Rinklff and Wilhelm, of
the board of public works, Aldermen
Palmer, Hubbard and Bell, and Conn-
Omen Williamson and Katterjohn,
the only absentee being Councilman
Barnett. The report of an electrical
expert filed with the board of pub-
lic works in F.ebruary, giving in de-
tail his examination of the municipal
plant, wires and lights in October
last, together with his estimates and
suggestions as to what is necessary
to put the plant in first class condition,
not only to supply 200 lights at pres-
ent but to meet the needs to Come.
was read to the members present.
The report outlined that for $20,000
that a brand new 'up-to-date dynamos,
machinery. engines and lamps could
be installed, that would•furnish 250
lights and with sufficient steam power
for too more lights; in fact the entire
plant would be new with the excep-
tion of the builcbrig,_ poles and wire.
The (-nit of the operating a plant of
that character would make a saving
in labor, carbons, coal and repairs of
at least $2,200 over what is now be-
ing paid to produce 165 lights, and
that saving would net It per cent on
the investment, besides giving the city
more lights and better lights than
at present.
In the report also showed how
by the expeniture of $te,000 the
plant could be put in good condition
retaining much of the present ma-
chinery, but that it would ,entail con-
stant repairs and give unsatifactory
service.
Over an hour was consumed in dis-
cussing the whole situation and on
a vote being taken, it was unanimous-
ly agreed to recommend to the gener-
al council that it authorize the plant
to be put in first class condition at
a cost of about $20,000.
Messrs, Palmer, Katterjohn and
Wilhelm were appointed,, i committee
to formulate a recommendation to
the general council, and those gentle-
Men at once dictated the report, sign-
ed it and instructed the clerk of the
board of public works to present it
to the council at its meeting last
night.
The board of public works author-
ized an advertisement for bids for the
improvements, on Jones street, at
Eleventh street, and adjourned.
JUDGMENT FOR 1SHERIFF MAKING
DAMAGED OUTFIT OUT TAX BILLS
John Curd Gets judgment
For $220 Against
Packet Lines
THE FRIEDMAN-KATTERJOHN CASE
JUDGE REED STARTS CALLING
THE EQUITY DOCKET
THIS MORNING.
Hon. John K. Hendrick, Special
Judge. Orders About eson
Distributed.
0
Yesterday in the circuit court John
Curd, the newspaper man and printer,
got judgment for $22040 against the
Louisville and Evansville packet com-
pany, and Evansville and Paducah
packet company. Curd owned a
printing outfit at Louisville and ship-
ped it by river to this eity on boats
operated by the packet lines. When
the outfit got here is was badly dam-
aged, some parts lost, others ruined,
•etc. He sued for Saw for damage
to material, and $100 addtional for
• loss of time, but the. jury granted
Just -tire--actust-rtrateriti-lotur _
Attorney Joseph E. Robbins was
chosen as special judge to try the
suit of Max Nahm and Joe Friedman
against Contractor William Katter-
john. Judge Reed cannot sit on ac-
count of his attorneyship for plain-
t:ifs in another suit having a bracing
on this one before he went upon the
bench. After Mr. Robbins was
chosen, the case was left open until
Thursday, at which time pleadings
will be made up. The action will,
*then be continued o4er until the fall s
term of court.
in the action of RUtherford vs
Rutherford, an amended petition was
filed.
The court ordered property sold in
the suit of C. 'A. Isbell against Cora
G. Burton;
The plaintiff executed bond in the
litigation of Nell B. Wynn against
the Paducah City Railway company,
wherein plaintiff sues for damages on
account of injuries received by one
of the cars. The bond is for prob-
able cost of the action, and plaintiff
gave Wm. Kraus as her surety.
(Continued on Page Five.)
He Started This Work Tes-
terdayMorning at
Office
BEGINS COLLECTING MIDDLE JULY
r rz 3AILEY
VifiLL FINISH THE CITY
TAX BILLS BY TOMOR-
The Paducah Brewer, Property Will
Be Put Upon 'stile Books
For City Taxation.
Lieut.-Gen. Stoessel, the Man Who
Surrendered Port Arthur and
Rear Admiral Nebogatoff Condemned
Yesterday morning Sheriff John
W. Ogilvie and his deputies com-
menced making out the books, show-
ing the maount of taxes each city and
county property owner owes for
county and state taxes. It will take
several weeks to finished the list,
which is being compiled by the
sheriff and Deputy Hume Ogilvie,
who expect to commence collecting
about the middle of July.
The sheriff always. figures out the
taxes early in the year, and then
waits for the state board of equal-
-t -say-wfrettrer -the-tetal-
sessed valuation of this county's
property shall remain at the figure
fixed by, the county supervisors, or
be raised a certain percentage. If
a raise is made, the sheriff just adds
this percentage to the amount of
taxes he figures out. before hearing
from the state board. Telegraphic
dispatches from Frankfort announce
that the state body this year left the
total valuation at the figure fixed by
he county board, but this informa-
tion has to come in official form,
written by the state authorities, be-
fere accepted by the sheriff.
ONSIIIIMM•
City Taxes.
City Clerk Henry Bailey expects
to finish making out the city tax bills
by tomorrow, having completed the
bills against all white property own
en, and is now down in the "S's"
for the blacks. There are not many
colored people who own property,
therefore it takes very little time to
get the bills made out against them
The clerk and his assistant chosen
especially for this work. Mr. Henry
(Continued on Page Eight)
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St. Peters-burg, May st.—It is rumored that the Military
Court, which has been investigating the surrender of Port Arthur
and the battle of the Sea of Japan, has condemned to death
Stoessel, eh° commanded the Russian forces at Port
Arthur, and Rear-Admiral Nebogatoff, who commanded one of
Admiral Rojestvensky's squadrons and who surrendered duriAg the
naval battle to the Japanese.
Threatened Storm Averted.
St. Petersburg, May 2C--(2:25 p. m.)—The threatened storm
over the emperor's refusal to receive the delegation from the
Lower House of Parliament appointed to present to him its re-
ply to the speech from the throne, has been averted.
The House this afternoon adopted a resolution to proceed
with the regular order of business and the discussion of the
agrarian question.
• * a * * ****  * • * * * *
THREE MEN MET DEATH
IN MYSTERIOUS MANNER
IN LYNNVILLE SUNDAY
Only a Few Minutes After 4'rienelit
Had Left Them, Shots Were,
Heard Behind Barred Doors, and
When Entrance Was Forced, Mark
Wilson, Wes Wilson and Arthur
West Were Found Welteriag in
Their Blood.
The most mysterious murder.
suicide or homicide ever recorded in
the annals of this country, occurred
Sunday afternoon about 5:30 o'clock
at Lynnville, a short distance out
from Mayfield in Graves county, at
which time Wes Wilson, his brother
Mark Wilson, and Arthur West,
either suicided or killed each other.
The exact cause of their tragic
ending will probably never be known.
Some believe they entered a compact
to die together by tht other's hand,
while some seem ta scout this
theory, and believe a sudden quarrel
brought the end of each life through
pistol balls.
All are married men with families,
Mark Wilson being about 4o years of
age, his brother Wes Wlson about
35, and Arthur West about the same
.
age, the latter being a cousin of the
two former. Mark Wilson runs a
store at Lynnville, and Sunday after-
noon these three, together with two
others. Page and Pioner, entered the
establishment where they sat and
talked quite a while in pleasant con-
verse, all being on the best of
fr'endly terms, and a congenial
crowd. Shortly after 5 o'clock Page
and Poiner left the store, the others
unlocking the door to let them out,
and then barring the entranceway
after departure of the two mentioned.
Page and Poiner had not gotten
but a few hundred feet away, when
Purse Snatchers.
'Mrs. Hatelbaur, of to48 Harrison
street, was passing near Ninth and
Mladson_ streetse Sunday night about
o'clock when one of the two negro
boys ran up and snatched the hand
satchel she was carrying. She held
on to it but the lad broke thehandle.
dashe,d up Ninth to, M'onroe .and out
Stemene  tsreetwrd_ It contains vro
rosaries only.
Sunday evening two negro Is
snatched the purse of. Mrs. 'Stie
Hodge, of North Eighth street,' while
she was near Seventh and Jefferson,
and ran with it. The purse contained
about $t5. Mrs. 'lodge' formed a
crowd of men and boys who were
close by and they started after the
laves, bet the latter proved too fleet-
footed and. outdistanced their pur-
suers.
Mrs. Hodge is a sister-in-law of
Jaudge James Campfiell.
Tire boys seem about twelve years
old and go barefooted so they cmn
slip on one unawares.
Wife Complained.
John Niimms, white, was arrested
by Officer Cross and locked up on
the charge of whiping his wife at
their home tip near the city sewerage
system's pumping station at Third
and Clay streets.
Drunkenness Charged.
lefattie Given, white, was locked up
yesterday by Officer Senser, who
charges her with drunkenness.
-1.14
total/11111
tea shots rang out in quick succes-
31014, and they with others rushed up
to the door of the Wilson store, as it
was evident the shots were fired in•
s'dl. Being unable to get in, the
outiiders took an iron bar and forced
the r way through the entrance.
Getting inside, a ghastly sight met
their gaze. as these, lying upon the
floor, was Wes Wilson and Arthur
Wtst, both dead, while Mark Wil-
siei /was breathing deep in a death's
throe The room looked like a
siaughter pen, and the dying man
was taken out on the front porch
where attempts at revival were
nia1e, but he breathed his last in a
few moments.
By the men's side lay two revol-
vers, the six shooter Smith And Wes-
son pld style, of Mark Wilson's and
the six shooter of Arthur West's.
Wes Wilson had no gun. He Wa i
shot over the right eye, the bullet
entering the brian and producing in•
staat death. Straight through the
henrt had a bullet pierced Arthur
%V t. Mark Wilson was shot twicr,
en on side of the head, and the
3
ot r time about an Inch above the
lieake Page and Poiner say . no
liciai wit drank by the crowd.
therefore a drunken brawl could oot
he suspected. Some think Mark
Wilson was selected to act as exe-
cutioner of his brother and cousin,
and killed • them with a bullet apiece
then turned the gun on himself, but
this would not be consistent with
the rapid firing of ten shote, which
shows two men had to do the
shooting.. Some think an old grudge
must have been renewed, and -they
giddily had it out, and that West
must have fired the shot which
killed Wes Wilson, and that Mark
Wilson took up the matter, and be
and West then emptied their guns at
oath other.
over the mysterious and un-
usual 
eat excitement prevails at Lynn-
vile sual incident, as all the men are
well known, and each had many
Hoods here in Paducah.
JOINT MEETING OF ALDERMEN
AND COUNCILMEN HODES
NOT TO REBUILD FIFTH ST.
THE MONEY WILL BE TAKEN "
TO RE-CONSTRUCt BROAD-
WAY Aivu
FROM NINTH TO
ELEVENTH.
Drug Store Robbed.
Sunday morning, on opnIng his
drug store at Ninth and Tennessee
stteetS, +Druggist Sengenfelter discov-
coed that during the night be-
foee the safe had been robbed of $86
in cash. He had left tire doors to
the safe closed but not locked. The
thief clirribed through th rear door
transom and then decamped by the
c. dr. About 4 o clock -Siiriday
reaming Patrolman Ed Alexander en-
tired the store to make his hourly
report to headquarters over the tele-
phone, he carrying a key to the estab-
lishment. He espied the safe doors
open, but simply thinking the pro-
*tor had left them ajar pushed them
to. and thought no more of it until
after the place was opened and Dr.
Sengenfelter found the coin gone.
_Yeltime Escaped.
Word yesterday from Lexington,
Ky, was that Richard Yeltiman has
sawed the bars of his cell at the jail
and made his escape Sunday.
Yeltiman is a Paducah man arrest-
ed and carried back to Lxington a
moth or two ago by Detectives Baker
and Moore on the charge of stealing.
R. H. McGuire Chosen City Weigher,
Eddie Farley Meat Inspector,
and Drs. Boyd and Sights
Chicken Thieves.
Superintendent ICeebler, of the
city's electric light plant, reported
to the police that thieves visited his
rhentsery Sunday night and stole severei
al chickens. The thieves also visited
the chicken house of Conductor J.
' K Butkham, who resides several
doors from Mr. Keebler.
,*
5.
I*
Hospital Directors. •
•
Last evening, during a joint meet-
ing ot the council and aldermen at
the city hall, the combined city leg-
islators reconsidered their former ac-
tion which instructed the re-construe•
tion of North Fifth street from
Jefferson to Clay streets by paving
it with brick. The boards decided
npw not to pave this thoroughfare
but instead re-construct Broadway
trom Ninth to Eleventh, and Jeffer-
son from Ninth to Eleventh streets.
The decision to pave North Fifth
was made by the legislators several
weeks since over-:the recommenda-
eon of the board of public works,
which wanted that thoroughfare im
proved, but did not have enough
money on hand - with which to re-
construct morethan the four blocks
running from Jefferson to Clay,
therefore the board of works body
deemed it advisable to re-construct
Second from Jefferson to Monroe.
First from Jefferson to Broadway.
and Second from Washington to
Clark. The legislative authorities
wanted North Fifth instead, but now
change and decide it best to re-con-
* * * • * • • « * • •
•
•
City Weigher
•
•
•
a
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • • • a * a a •
f'.7"1 CFFICERS.
R. H. McGUIRE.
Meat Inspector,
EDDIE PARLEY, Jr.
Hospital Directors,
DR. FRANK BOYD
and
DR. H. 11111011Th.
• •
,struct from Ninth to Eleventh on
both Broadway and Jefferson, inas-
much as traffic Otit " that way is
!heavier than on North Fifth.
I In ordering the extension of the
Broadway and Jefferson street work,
the discussions brought forth the
idea that it would not be done until
there had been laid beneath these
two streets the sanitary sewers now
being planned for that section and
the balance of the Western portion
of the municipality. This probably
means that the work will not be
done until sometime next year. as it
will take untit fall to finish the sew=
(rage plans, and. then some weeks
to lay these four blocks of under-
ground mains. After this change of
streets was ordered, several mem-
bers spoke favorably for brick for
the new streets, expressing them-
selves as not desiring any more bitu-
!elm on account of the exceedingly
poor re-construction it has proven
!along Broadway between Fifth and
Ninth streets. It also goes on Jeff-
trcon from Fifth to Ninth, and Ken-
(Continued os Page Five.)
NEW CHURCH
ORGANIZED
Mechanicsburg Christian
Church Starts Off
Well
MANY REVIVALS IN PROGRESS
REV. CALVIN THOMPSON WAS
GREETED BY LARGE
CONGREGATION.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong and Rev. R.
r'...iesfield Addressing Large
Crowds.
Sunday the congregation was or-
gasizer: for the new Christian church
in Mechanicsburg, and that body
starts off with thirty one charter
members, and six converts who are
yet to be baptised and admitted to
the church.
The officers chosen comprise el-
ders J. R. Frizzell and P. R. Son.
These gentlemen comprise the tem-
porary organization officers, while the
jermanent ones will be chosen later.
The Sunday school at this church
an attendance of about  fifty child-
ren.
it will later be decied who will
fill the pulpit and how often preach-
ing will be held there.
Rev, W. J. Hudspeth and Rev.Bass
have been conducting a protracted
meeting -t this place since May 13th,
hut the meeting was stopped eo the
ministers could th,is week attend the
conventiop of Christian churches and
Sunday school workers and missions,
thdt opens. today at Murray, Ky., and
lasts until the last of this week, Dr.
Bass leaves this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock, while this morning at 7
o'clock others depart. Dr. Hudspeth
went left yesterday and will return
Friday while the others' will be back
either that day or Thursday. The
revival will be resumed next Sunday.
New Methodist Church.
The new Methodist church has
been completed on Gutherie avenue
for the West Tennessee street con-
gregation, and this evening a pro-
tracted meeting will be started there
by the pastor, Rev. T. J. Owen; who
will be assisted. by Rev. S. H.
1••••—
(Costineed on Page Four.)
FOUND WITH
DOCTOR'S RIG
Willie Jones Claims He
Found Outfit Standing
on Street
KIRKLAND BOY IDENTIFIED HIM
THIS AFTERNOON THE TEST.
SUIT OF FORMER DETEC-
TIVE MOORE.
Purse Snatchers 'Seem to be Two
Little Negro Boys Who Slip
up Barefooted.
Wlill Jones, a stranger in this com-
munity, was arrested yesterday by
Officer Hurley at Ninth and Tennes-
see streets with the horse ant beeffillY
of Dr. Robert A. Hicks, of Fifth and
Kentucky avenue and locked up.
Lionel claims he found the rig in
the neighborhood where he was ar-
rested and that he was driving
around looking for the owner, while
Dr. 'Hicks charges that he stole the
rig from in front of his home, one
block from police hadquartors.
ion_of City Auditor Lit.ie-
land was out about Ninth and Clay
streets when a man drove up to him
and asked to be directed to Tennes-
see street. The lad did so, and asked
if the rig he was driving did not be-
long to Dr. Hicks, the boy recogniz-
ing the outfit. The man said it did
not and drove on, but after Jones was
arrested the little Kirkland lad identi-
fied him as the man whom he met on
Clay street. •
,Lieutenant Potter questioned Jones
as to where he was from, and the
prisoner said he came from Memphis,
Tenn., last Friday. Shortly after-
wards the accused remarked he had
worked a week out in the country
near here. The lieutenant then ask-
ed him how he made consistent his
remark that he came only last Friday
front Memphis and then in the next
breath said he had been working an
entire week in the country. Jones
wriggled and then claimed he meant
he got here one week from last Fri-
day from Memphis.
Detective's Suit.
This afternoon at?a o'clock Judge
(Continus4 os loge Five. )
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tick. u shit.
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CUTTING CASE
swam.
LEE WILLIA
GIVEN CONTINUANCE
IN COURT.
Warner Williams and Kelly Jackson,
Colored, Were Dismistred )
Housebreaking Charge-- 1 t
'•e•i ' Police Court.
. .
•i 'Jet I,•
. Ju ge Sanders' ye'ste'rday morning
conffffirTomorrow in the
lice court, the warrant charging Lee
Williams with cutting another witICa
knife.
' Bigger Hale, colored, was held to
the grand-jury on the charge of
stealing- George 'Brown's bicycle and
selling )it to:Connie 'Lee, latter col-
ored.
George W. Tanner/ colored, was
fined $5o and 'sent co-jitil for twenty
days for carrying cn.ncealed weapOics-)
James Cannon wits' fined $50 and
gloat tvientY day's tor the same of-
fense, and W. T. Carter fined Yos and
given' m days' for a isimilar charge.
The gambling charges agoitist Ed
Holland; ROI:lett 'Diggg and John
Turner was dismissed.
The disorderly condoct charge
against Roy Chambers cost him Sm.
Florence ureer. the incorrigible
negro woman, was giVen $7$ fine and
ordered to jail for thirty days, for
being drunk and disorderly.,
By mistake Dora Cook colored
was charged with breaking into Cap-
tain Thtimas Herndon's home, when
in fact she is the main witness
against Walter Terrell. who was.
held to the grand jury for breaking
into this house.
Tfrere tv'ag' diSmised the warrants
charging Warner Williams and
Kelly Jackson, colored, with break-
ing into the house of Elsie Russell,
negress.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging Grocer U. S. Walston of
Fleventh and Norton streets, with
permitting water to flow from his
bathtub into the public gutter, while
the similar warrant agenst F. J.
Bergdoll was left open.
There was also left open the ac-
cusation against H. P. 'Hawkins and
son of South Second street, they be-
ing charged with permitting a vile
of unhealthy manure to accumulate
behind their store building.
Foe a-,bieath ofelftel nenee,:ith his
wife girl Nolen. idraeed Wis fined
Sc. 'krill) Mr beiho 4sJintic Alford
wok. fine
• -:
Hundreds, ,of othet people spent
AS 'day the woods picnicking,
cansoing and enjoying them-
selves. ,Saturday and that night it
turned qiiife chilly. which made
Sunday 
_an Weil day for an outing,
and hundreds of parties could be
seen in the woods and along the
rivers and lakes
LITTLE MOTHTR, AGED 7
CARRIES DEAD BA13E FAR
• 7Russian Girl With Brother in An
Walks Two Miles to County Illos4
nital. Only to Learn Infant Had
"Don't cry. York; I will take you
to a place where everything is pretty
and everything is kind," whispered
little Rosa Goldberg, a 7-year-old
Russian girl, to her baby brother
yesterday afternoon, says the Chi-
cago Record Herald of recent date.
Then she took the feverish, failing
child in her arms and walked two
miles elown hot and dusty streets un
t'l she came to the county hospital.
Before she reached it her promise
had been kept in a mysterious way-
the baby was dead.
Unconscious of the tragedy which
had taken pl-ace,, Rosa asked the re-
ceiving clerk iA broken English to
make her brother well. One glance
showed the attendant that the little
suffered was beyond the aid of doc-
tors bistr Rosa only-41°0180 iat him
bian nthhly ien he tol • Ires • She un-
fit eolteewl .at lactoewhe ;Varies eyes
lid oleo, open in answer to her ca-
resort Then; without a wnrd, she
danickedup tbtllimp form and started
for the door b avel i t di to
Negrese Jumped. While Passenger
Was Going ets tif Miles an Hour.
Sunday Fannie Wilson. negresc,
boardedltbi.4sienger train for Cairo
at otoo o'clock, and did not tell the
condsiehr she wanted to get off at
fliteem nigieslder alai
+ivy, tfferiffore the thain- Mt not stop,
but passed, going so miles an hour.
The negress wanted to get off, so
ahem:gni. init 'oh
, frentt ootel elf tick) the Around wit
great Piece. nut foOrt'unately had no
bonisfli'lrOleentastritaining only severe
bruises. The train stopped and a flag-
man w"ent back 40 pick her up o but
pho couldia ambit. akinwwitbcriii
rtht YudiOht.
is miraculous she *leo
BANKER SUICIDES
President of Savings Bank. Accused
of Defalcation Fires Bullet
Through Brain.
SUNDAY DAY
40CSAil
-
WERE OUT
LB
P. PEOP
ENJOYING
THEMSELVES.
Hundreds;leot Urn the Several
Eitcurhs bun 4)4 -of Hete to
Cairo anal Metropolis.
f ,
_
wSsts,raly a day of touting
for A*t hill i ity, as thousands
.Lopeople-took •advantage---of -t
beautiful weather. The Illinois Cen-
toal F.iironel ran a special _. train to
Cairo to s,ee The ball game, andy
hundreds went down, while big
crowds were taken down by the
stearner....Loitisina ,or. the Eagles
second ' ekCitrsion.' the steamer
GeorgeCowling ran two excursions
out of the city for Ittetropolis and.
Joppa and took a large number fot
ttae outings,: ,
Norfolk, Va.. May to. - Irwin
Tucker, president of the Savings
?Bank of Newport News, Va., ,coni-
mitted suicide in his room over the'
bank in Newport News today just ai
Chief of Police Reynolds, of that
city, opened his door to arrest him
upon a warrant charging him with
tictimitia% ira Mr" Num rif Siu,000.
The doors of the savings bank
have been closed pending an investi-
gation which is now being made by
the board of .directors One report
tq the effect that the shortage
tray amount to $20.000, hut the di-
rectors state that the amount th6
defalcation has not yet been deter-
mined.
FIRST UNION LABOR
BANK IS NOW OPEN
is in Chicago,Capitalized at $eoo,000.
and in Control of Bankers.
Chicago, May zro-The Common-
wealth Trust and Savings Bank of
Chieapo's first union 'Tabor banking
institution, opened its doors today.
'The -hank is etrivinized under, the
boot of Arizona and has an author-
ized capital of $s000sson, divided into
shares- of $5 each. This 'canitaliza
tion has *ern reciiiced Ssoo.ocei.
half of which has been -subscribed
for.
The 
-menaging officers of the bank
••*,` r r3rt:ril bankers and mete nf
long' eitnerieneto 'The: hoard _pf 4ii-
sect s is -composed of men wto are
pro 
• nent in the labor world.
, r y n en ng
volk ba-ck to ilk) West Taylor St.
The deck bad diftioolteoltet, telling
her that she ntit tike'tite body
allvay4? yeti': an 4nonest 'had been held-
itliggink-Ve-Trk`e tightly to her breast.
Rosa listfetuAipatiently. and at length
yielded fei 'the inevitable, demanding
the right, however, to take . her
tosother to he movie. Escorted by
hdr$01•clen to
the mortuary-room at the south end
of the -tionnital grounds, and laid it
"%YR OEllapne .,of. the mFble slabs.
Thn frit the firgt. time she gave
triv' Ittir eriel :wept. ,
cw"faxpl?ip to- Deputy Coroner
Davis that she wits the daughter of
Toseplo Coleibeee. a shoemaker., An
'had emigrated from Russia ,three
ni'onthl int7l7.--tfer . dead.
taken eared of Yorke.
the s-yeaerold child, and an older
brother - While:" her father Was. at.
work. -A---lioe4-mortem examination.
showed that the baby, which was a
3.ear otd. had died of measles and
WhoOping tnuii. 'The healtloode-
o-artrisftnt notified and ti's' nold-
,14rz hoine was placM ii-inarantine.
' • Deootlbno
If I were dying yop would cone,-
know. •
Through avenues of pleasure. is
one blind
But footed like the wind; the siren -
snow
Iwo iv loitecoe wotild, find
The music and the laughter and the
thrill
Running along
hordes
Would not one
for too shrill
Were silence
heart's tense
the pave. like fairy
instant reach you;
slanting on the
cords.
•
VIRTIM US FREELY
and frankly, in ,strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
TIME ADVICE. in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on "Hose Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Departing*, The
Chattanooga Atsdicine.Co., chattamooga,
G S4
EXPIR
31.2Y
'Taii‘BiTi ''`IiipW4
PASSED AWAY YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Funeral Occurs This Afternoon at
the Residence, Followed ty Burial
in the County.,
Yesterday morning at t• o'clock
i‘irs. Elizabeth Dipple pasted izoni
life at their residence esa Adams
street, after an illness that attacked
her several months ago, but did not
necessitate her confinement abed un-
til the first of this month.
September 1st, 1836 the deceased
was born in Baden, Germany. wherd
she lived until fourteen year; of age.
v.hen the family came to America
and located in Marietta, Ohio. There
she was united in marriage to her
husband. Mr. John nipple, who died
during the civil war, being an officer
in the army.
Mrs. Dipple had resided in this
city and section for the past half
century, and was a most noble and
consistent Christian woman with
many devoted friends. who are
caused deep sadness by her death.
The deceased leaves several chil-
dren. Messrs. Race. John :tnd George
Dipple. Miss Dipole of this city and
Mrs. Margeret Joules 'of Rosssing-
ton Ky. . .
At 7 o'clock thie afternoon the
funeral services will be, held at the
flmily residence. followed with in-
terment . at the Getman Lutheran
cemetery. fime miles frqm this city,
wing o ,ut by Wallace park.
Nothing would stay you till you
gained a robm
Haunted by sleepless watch and
/ tickling train;
if you would enter though it were.a
tomb; . .
0 love, how deep, how splendid,
and how vain!
-W. H. Chesson.
On the ground that it would pro-
4an'e the historical - spot where Wil-
liam Tell peaformed his most heroic
deeds, Oho Swiss federal council has
refuestel permission to . a hotel keeper
to construct a funicular railway start-
1ing from the ,"Tell Plateau." .114f • Ifollinti ol Paris, not satisfiedi with the uctiil grafting adoptedt by
I floricidturist41 likt _st,e.rfed to teen's-
tofu!' vegiii Fil.'"Jw--i4 said he site-
ceeded in turning a radish into a po-
, otato. 
 
•
. There, is. a bill. befwe the
'*.or.k legislature- to . compel all Clii-
r5cac to wrtc. their laundry checks io
Euglish.„
•
•
Whoever has even' more° become
rineorints • by base fratill,• even if
.an(Nzks the ..truth,' -gains no 46144--
Flinedruti... ' : •
Needless Suffering
pin 
•u
TO r
'sickness , writes
faukd b e rs' lack of knowledge of
a ')vas al ost crazy, to think of my
iss azel Upson, 01 130 s ifth Street, De Kalb, 111.
"The best doctor in De Kalb gave me up and said I ,cpuld upt git
1 had been sick with a fever and never got over it, but43;4 .fitqA . .
brought me argaid all Aitit..” .1SiterbilfaitilkillgT1 bad befet-ellatW tst Riga rn-t-kitiClal;
was weak, pale, wan and thin and hardly able.ta gpt apund. A lady fritmd recommended
Cardui and mamma got me alkilifet, thmiti Ali heck very iltaiikerits.okitihelping me, but
praise God I had taken just three bottles when I was relieved and began to get well right off.
Now I am feeling well. Mamma wants me toes.ond you my picture to let you see how fat I
am getting. Mamma and lure so thankful for theWlne Cardul, and I will do all I can to r
let every suffering person know how much it has done foi me." Cardul is a harmless vege-
table medicine for women and kirls, with a specific strengthening curative effect upon the
female organ*. For over half a century itban bean In successful use and In that long trial
has proved itself a safe, reliable remedy, for young and old. Try it.
At all Druggists in $1.00 Bottles
!low
efitWaSC AR GREGCRY OF
ARCADIA, ENTERTAINS
TWICE,
The Music Class of Miss Virginia
Newell Entertains This Evening
-Other Events.
Mrs. Oscar L. -Gregory 14 Arcadia
entertains The soo Club t Iniorron
morning, while" in the afte-oon she
entertains at cards complirlentay to
Mrs. John C. Roth, who H. visiting
here from Chicago.
Matinee Musicale.
The Matinee nusicale club will
meet 'toniorrow afternoon at the
Eagles' building at Sixth and Broad-
say. The closing progranone of till
season will be rendered, and a nunE
ber of visitors will be there.
Class RecitaL
I
The music class of ML.; Virginia
Newell will give a recital this even-
ing in the music store moms of4s,
Empire flat building at Ssventii,eiii
Broadway.
E_-tre Nous Club.
The Entre Wins club will be en-
tertained tomorrow afternoon by
Su lie Thompson of West
Broadway.
Afternoon at C-is.
Mrs. Clifton M. 'Budd will enter-
lain Thursday afternon at -cards. at
her home on Broadway. complintr"
tau to ber guest. Mrs. J. F. ;Kurt
.
Jr., to -Pittsburg.. .
•
• 3 
r -
Mt:a. Wright Re- iv.es.
This afternoon froro ,j.untii'v
o'clock; Mrs. T)a.vid ht„ .receivee
•i tljocr . brine, 8o7" -.Kentucky
'lite. SylullAiLmentar,y t ) her' sister,
bipe•
 
Daniel _Morgan of
Ohio. ,
The, Negro is Treated Better in
The South ',nail_ 401K,Nor,th
Schenectady (N. Y.) Union.
The Schenectady (N. Y.) Uniou, a
newspaper that does not hesitate to
speak out, in an editorial of conic
length, tells. the plain truth with
somewhat of an apology to the south
for hypocrisy hitherto of the paper
and that of its follow citizens with
relation to the subject. The Union
says:
The Presbyterian general assembly.
is to meet in Des Moines, Ia., this
month. Among the delegates will be
some of the colored race, but the
hotel keepers have given notice that
they will not entertain negro dole-.
gates. Even some of the leading
members of the Presbyterian church-
es of that city are of the same opin-
ion as the hotel keepers and will ex-
clude the colored delegates. The na-
tive American settlers of Iowa caihe
almost wholly from the older states
.of the north and northeast.
There are only 1.3,qop irgroes in
the state and no state bag a lower
percentage of illiteracy, according to
the censAslisures in Iowa. So hste
we may-expect jo find as cOnsee,k,
titre sentiment on the race questipp
as in any other part of th.e. nortbvIsut
we here find in Iowa the White pro-
plre attitude toward the negro prac-
tically the <•rinie as in•tbe south.
Then, really, is there thy d4fe-
rence in the, treatment gf the negro,
north or sooth?, Not in Viplightest.
except if anything' .thi'' Voutherner
uses the negro better than We do
here in the north, but the southerner
, _ _
keeps the nOgro,iti ha Col-Oct ^plow
socially. s• •. .
He is not an equal to die white
man and never can he be and he
cannot. be made so because he be-
ions to the same religious denomi-
nation as ifii-w-Riii-man or the same
political organization as .the 'white
man. This is calling a spade a spade,
but we white people up north 'might
itist as 'well be frank and ,honeet
about the question ag to play thr
hypocrite, as most of us do.
We go out at tit71/2 and talk about
how much we, do for the negro an
Ccmpared with what the southetner
dos. As a matter of fact, whit see
we doing fbr the negro up here, 'Few
of us will employ hirn except in the
most menial empitiyinerit, Pew '61 us
will trust him except roil-. id-
etances. Very few if will give
him aims except accalfolihIly. Yet
in the (male Wheii tlfe treatment of
the neffibes is condemned 'by us
uclethinisere;?thel.,egro is alrmittt ex-
clusively the white , man's servant.
He. is tr_u4ted. thqnsenitheirAtt he
ere ivetrist berifilitrieerwttive:
ip no _itfr litei,tetpioNto
•thit I 'loan
he 1. here hi 1-m" 0'
But this time he is tiekt to
fi riMniephin, a 11 ".119,44
Ite+ befhfiW' 11;4 lActOir
sdc,1.11 bifievieetSftled'
- 
444
can expect. As to the question of
the negro's soul and his relations to
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental. and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEU RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, i6og TRIMBLE ST. PADUCAH, Y.
4
•
We have on hand,
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor,
a 5 Horse Power Motor.
orse P ipr
YAM 11110* LightP  Itaz.r.113MOOK
1 200Dynamo.
TtronattAttioMmA 0
Noyeity Works. 4'e;ii 1 11911,i ic,_10; girklift.;.kh street. b-w3 r
izaissA 01
GUY WAllIVE, M. NANCI4
0.1 Penn. 3,16 Cjii, Nvijad ff3011 rshasr.
Undertaker and Embalinery-:L
:73
°PEN-15AV AND NIGHT. OLD PRO&IE 699.
MOW PHOUBLIMI,T jaalucmi. gy,
_
WitTnoT COME Tob-m..4-AT FIRST
PRIVATE A MRIJIAMNI; 00 o l io
for Sick and Injured Only.
Yta 2•Ltig ZiHT
213 SOILITH THIRD STREET.
It seems to be pretty well underet094 th.acv)if:A1,47:114 .0.44rya..,: fionnd
what you want in new boPkil• /114,
Broadyay you can alwaY3 tfLiki et ca.LT, /..1 tit t .
- Harbour's Book Department. 
just go. Why not tie :On 'her:at firVud,ea,'elfftte; rtiOney' and
• 1. r;., . , •temper.
Harbour's Department Store
A
_
-101 1.1. Inn
.
• 
• iv!. ,P6.' ti P
Und010-1mrs
130 'SOUTH c'lliIRD r. ha.; mad& ittat
. ,
hi; Maker there can he 'no 'queetion
but that, created by God. the good
Lord looks upbn him With as much
pity: hive and hope as etion any of
His children, white or • Otherwise..
But so far 48 the mighty ("Moab of
the .negtn goes and his relations Jo
t1tV:tite recej be must not and he '
citt tilieetttii be upon the same
sock, .)stt..eiterand this means thatlihe
canno..,,cepept;, white people -to: set
at the same' table with hint or to
mingieiwith !hint in Variciiii ,phsleCeif
life:104**1l othei•-•white Ines. ±-
'140*raii(' • (fee-/oneethernerli may
treetli ViifilidLertenigneN 4V;4sld' feet
flat '71verifeth n`ert'On akettrthe; tat gtst 'spur
tirtst iW Ng, peetteidar 'dense. eneept,
6;4." that 'We Intoned (trim the' aim;
tO Otid'afid 'Were isatIvatiud
gi'i'Mf14614"vin19.4,1101(.! lef ebtlfsei
'fd?alt-d'ilabcalisfyikbet4W wAlefinie
IttetillAcotl ,rno dkv.
rate -tine. 41--so-tree- the+
r'ilo•Ntebliodislatihtttellmes makes 'it'
a difficult problem for him. But how
can it be avoided? The barriers of
'1
, .
f ' ? • • , , I
cast/ ire. and no 
. • 
'nail hy . preaching
oo' teaching can make them different.
Itotlio the..negro's, misfortune, to be
istire*, tridt,the solution of the questionnA,Resir r, ,than it, .was, fifty yearsgc., of ep , tbatt,we i ii concede that
4,  treifirp) igfhtitiot e ,f 111aved.
i
Special RatedrirWatidniiife, Tenn. 1,
•OSpOcial 
-Ratericto 
-Nashville, Tenn.,
'Via: Neshville,ric irkattanoola & Sti
Louis Railway, My 2sth:tto 26th
oo, aecbunnjo Wi' (Thefts MTemorl•
iii-FetitiesI. •• .7) lo • .
$5.25 for round trip' whit* include*
ese ladtnitntionntrstFauditorltim.
rirricW .W.tlil/l DAN
-LAW, G. P. A. ;
•) oswlin51 oli") Mee/Mlle. Tenn.
as •
bayiplat solos 1.8.., : , I
,
!..4111 6yigge bell; #y -cork life
' at hood. sill' :-.- : • , .•
ffffliergtfrift entirel y,ovf;,,,tkee Meant.
3thistleL•_.slifferent _iiseit; Ilhek anti
teelslereefnellbkinoiagocret two yawls.
Inquire of . 
- 1
FRANZ wx-rsowirn, ..-...-Iii
•
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HO P1411A1:011
ON OF VESUVW,S4 AND
E SAN H.kECC DIS-
TER LASr TiECEMBER,
ERUP-
raDICTS TERN
ETROPOIn ILLPAT.
CITY 3-AOLD WILL RE VIS-
D BY All*TRUCTIVE
s.
RTEIST.1.Mity1iTHIN TWO
EAtriTKILI-Y213111/133
C AIMS TOANAVEMAD
COMIIIUNIGAMN
• 44t0M. THE LARD
ft^..•!!!!". ''''!". ---
.-.:• : • . . : -.• . . it•-.-:•-:- : :-...-: .:- . :
y York, M,ay at.—Pr,opheot LA;
patigli4f Wit lisioltecbiti .64
ed gintlerrtipti it fio , „t ,,,KokritiVou-el. 
.
srt anO. tliklatilidinithe nt Men-
ct o, angigtingss Ow, iiew y10413/ill
I, shaketli'fii -ei IdenA-uct‘frITI elikh-i
*a ke witkin two years, He clairls
t t tile fliiicol'ilitailla Iiiiare10-
ed..to him in a communication from
tht rAtOl•tilaqfp93 V' T ;03 sil6Itia
In his last prediction, which h
terins tbcosttlyagglivisvg:4
ties.: YAK '. fit-1 , eitke
$an Franalick SI ' 410etTO ivd .4rth •
quake will come to, it within two
years. _Fasel ,Ttitcesyta *sit 1 lyia/ted
ci . When - k pr icted, rant" litchi-1 -
that Acne: awl* be I deitrtic-
ti eruption of Mount Vesuvius I
a;ijo midi tb4 piedictiriii thief .1tde-
statetive eartheetple, phookk would
«nit San Frarteiwo .and •nOhet settle •
mints on the Coast.
. 
11 wai eonsolhltjr.gredtft(s me! byt tli"
7.41rd that San ,F,raacisco' was in
shliken to the eittfAnd swept by
fire because of its wickedness: but,
all met San Francien, with Its
oplorn lntrten.- its Frambtinu. -resnrts.
ite dens a, yic,. its cosrn
mixtures of eagabautals, , and
is not to toe vorimesl..ta, sit
eel
...
wo Tea
* • * r « ********
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• 
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I WELL HALF A MILE DEEP.Parings Pail to Find Desired Arte--: IllitUl. Flow in Ohio State-
.; -.- • house Yard.
t 
— —
In 1857, for some reason, it was
thought profitable and possible to se-
cure an arteelan well in the state-
********* * house yard. The geology of Ohio
, PROVintc• las WHICH CAME TRUE *
The /49441413,4e15Fr Pisaster, predicted Se December 4, ieot; oc-, *
:14 curred on May-8,-49o2.
Thi Balttnihre •Fire, • predited on November 21, 1903; occurred
El on 'February 7,1904.
RI0 Russia's Defeat by Japan, predicted tei June 17, siva; occurred
on February 7, 1905.
-r4 —Ttre-deattr-vf Merk--Hentra-, oradietetnas-lisaventises_j_1003.;_ca-____!
ClIf red on February 15, 1904.
Election of President Roosevelt, predicted
Occurred on November 8, 1904.
Mount Vesuvius Eruption, predicted on December at,
eureed derine hitter part of March, tgo6.
San Francisco Earthquake, predicted on December 18,
Curved on April 18, 1906:
*
as a science was still unwritten
• 1,0
*
91.1.i .1903 ;
1905;
1905;
0 -
OC -
* a a ***** „1, • Itt,.• eta 4,
 a •;* ***** * * ********
wk, the worst city in the world
ftir high crimes.. •
- The real God of our fathers is no
longer worshipped in the metropolis.
liter people there now bow down -to
new deity—the deity of the sordid
and greedy, the hideous God, Marn-
e:eel •
Wall street is the center of all the
hIgh crime for which .greed is re-
tieonsible. There the _schemes that
'Ate to rob and oppress the,, people
*it planned and set in practice by
en who go unpunished because
cy have made themselves more
powerful than the laws of their state
and nation. But the mighty cannot
(+cape the laws of God. The palaces
that • New York millionaire's, with
their ill-gotten gains, have reared
-ill be shaken down upon their
beads.
Sr!IA S-ONCFOR
, 
L LIT k War"
_STREETS OF pry
NOW.
I
T.ight evthquakeecks wilk be
felt on witpoottuluan&Sase ,time
to time. There will be disturbances
•In New York bay and on Long Is-
' land. Then, finalty, the great shock
*MI come. Wall street will be laid
In the dust. Skyscrapers will settle
Into the earth and fire will sweep
the island of Manhattan as it swept
San Francisco. The Statue of Lib-
It is the Result of the Controversy
Between 'Tillman, Roosevelt,
YLIA1J394! 7:114T81AciR
. s•
There has reached this city, ant
can be heard sang on the areasapthe
song which originated in Wlashing-
ton, D, cae ditt is sun to the
tunaoliN rice t tath-
to! - it IsqrreSti f th gee And
cearit er-chaggegatylpgket and against
the president'
. Tat &ono of lin 94Coni is
"Everybody lies bet Rpos.evelt—
Ile stands around all day--
lIttnit's he's a maiv of -iron,
But hels .epahr cora num clay., #
Tillman, Baiter, thanttfer, • "
The trail tb'ry tt'y itb
'Everybody lies but Roosevelt,
They do like —11".
The New York Times prints the
following special from -Washington
regarding the song.
"The song which. is being sung
on the rear seats of ,the open cars
and fiy merry groups on the streets
has more than a humorous signific-
--ernse.-----roe-r
mark of disrespect for the president
fias not occured in Washington with-
in a genteation.",
Birds Hatched in 11011..,,/zea.
W. W. Meadows, carrier of rural
rate No. a, relates a very unieme.
occurance. He reports tliakiAA \reit.
ispilt a peat in the. mail bp.;
g/x Dr- Oki,
and remained there until IfFii yotikt
birds.; appeared, The, nestilagseFr1-
4ley iflow out ,-,hving b'ersa large and
strong enough4p hustle fer them-
selves. When ,Vie nett wat first
rieeive r ed 10.1 1Prailovis aer a n d
the box;.soi;: that .the ;mother
bird loultg?„in sd tokiok the bon,
at will. It is inficcded ,that it is a
ctrit%Ir•Olai.?YrSh'eigik 'Oriefti not
iftwsii-L4dstfteitt'Velserrgets.
s.g.;c1 .7/.4—•ml, 'goo
tor: Pin' Weir-
rt 'Ill 4441, 146061 640'
rfb t:ItteCnielattt gone tr- Me
eoic ety, ease ta tptlicaresf,;pight siith
Dr. Plvl. Stewart, tint wifuring the
tathirTrig'ilititig trinfeik I be 'Ma&
%tr Virri %niftier thikiitestef
sion the city where the
rural l 
here in 
istricty.7fithftliOng. the last
ses 
winte meetIngs are conducted.
:
isi,ew York will come :as warning.
from God, but they Will not be heed-
ed because the inhabitants—those of
them who are in etwee—are 'top
greatly steeped in sin. The earth-
quake area surrounding New York-
will be large. Many towns will be
destroyed. There will be great dis-
tress. The, rich oppressors will be
the- great sitfferere. The poor, who
:tre pure at heart, shall escape_
Mobs of hungry men and women
will rove the island taking fm the
tide stripping the bodies of the dead
and looting the ruined mansions.
All these churches in which hired
soehiet 5 Preach false doctrines--
Close churches where wealth reigns
and the spirit of God is not—will be
shaken down, never to be reared
again, for they. are false temples to
a false god. ...
In the meantime several terrific
storms will sweep over New York
City, causing much damage. There
will be severe eerthquake shocks in
Spain within the next few month*.
The rivers of Russia are going to be-
come dry, and there wil be great
suffering there from drought.
There can be. no cheerful prospect
when there is so much wickedness.
rty will be thrown down like the These are the days of vengeance:
great Colossus of Rhodes, because Great disasters, mighty • calamities
it is a mockery. ere to visit the earth, because the
to vie- not farThe first earthquak
SOLICITOR
shocks
TAKES VACATION
SOLICITOR CAMPBELL GOES
WEST LAST OF THIS
WEEK.
Mayor Yeiser Feeling Much Better
and Greatly Enjoying 1-hrnself
at French Lick.
•
end of the world off
mail the decree of diiorce 1 -was
placed ort the minutes of' the court
:and signed by Judge Utz. The min-iides of tbc court announcing the de
cree was signed by Judge Utz yester-
day morning and the prospective
bride at once made a second appli
Icele.:on for the marriage licens*,
whch was granted. The groom sug-
gested that they wait until yesterday
afternoon to have the marriage cere
snotty performed, but the bride in•
sistcd that they go direct from the
court house to the parsonage —New
Albany correspondence Louisville
Herald.
in fact, the first volume of the Ohio
geological reports oonts.ins the writ-
ten repord of this boring.
Down 2,775 feet—over half a mile—
the auger was sent by the slow and
laborious process of the time, and
nearly-a year was spent in the work
The boring was commenced on No-
vember 4, 1851, and stepped Oekobes
1, 1858_ No artesian water
found.
The boring was made in the eastern
part of the grounds. Its site was
pointed out to the writer !some Years
ago, mil it is Doti probably covere4
by the cement walk extending out te.
Third street from the Judiciary build-
inn. Water was struck and plenty os
It—fresh, salt, sulphur, magnesian, etc.
but none of it came to the top.
Prof. Theodore G. Wormley, tM
professor of chemistry in Starling
medical college, embraced the oppor-
tunity to secure theatempeeature ot
this deep boring. With a thermome-
ter placed in a specially prepared iron
case and left in the bottom of the bor-
ate& 24 hours, he found the terupera
tore at the bottom to be ti8 degreei
Pahrenheit. Making deductiose fos
the distance below the surface at
which the heat of the sun ceases ta
be felt, he computes that the tempera-
ture increased one degree for every
71 feet of descent. At that time bee
ropean scientists who were carefully
studying this branch of physical ge
ography had estimated that the tem-
perature increased in- such conditions
tam degree for every 66 feet.
There is no record of the cost 01
the boring, but it must have bees
considerable, as the facilities and ap
paratus were primitive compared wit*
those now in use. Though failing ol
Its principal purpose, the state seems
to have turned it to aceoiult thrOugb
its geologists, SO thIs It was not
A Paducah "Feeder."
(Smithland Banner.)
Paducah has (mad Inns .40th as
City Campbell ex- Home Coming Day, at which time
p. "1 this. «peck the city will do honor to her former
ft.. a ei the west, and will residents. if Smithland should have
be aecumpanied by his wife. His stay a "Home Coming." and all former
Si ,r James
it 1.ist
will be indefinite, he remarking yes-
terday that he would cerneis away
until his health is restored.
The solictoc has been in poor
health for some anontks. There has
been a gradual decline but no col-
lapse, and he thinks a sojourn at
some western resort will aid in re-
storing him to proper condition. He
is kept confined pretty close in the
discharge of the arduous duties of his
office, which is one of the most im-
portant in the municipal government,
and the overwork is beginning to tell
on him.
mo...11••••••
Feeling Much Better.
Mayor Yeiser writes that he is
daily feeling in better condition at
French Lick Siorings, but does not
stipu ate 'We —exact 13ate he wi re-
turn to this city and again take up
the reins of the municipal govern-
ment.
Yesterday The Register received a
post card from the mayor Showing
him iaking one of the femme French
Liar bathe. The only thing visible
ie his head sticking up out of the
tub at one end, and his feet up out of
it at the other;
44••••••••
DIVORCE COURT TO
MARIO-AGE ALTAR
Eager Bride Gets Lkense Before
Decree is Dry on Books.
Witbi,n_lefts than an hour after be-
ing grA tiff iifeichk* fiAm hus-
band, Mts. Delilah Hackston, who
til'Areeti 1144 NVIlflint Hock-
iton etircuitmcourt in
sIew Albany, Was married-leaterday
mosning to William Murphy, pf thht
city- . ,The, F rein y was perfpried
bY„t4 AA, .i.F. StnIth, }Se
tenor" et ittA parsonage.
gHackston ,ftied a 4vorce suit
t1R41.1, içt the caj was ttied
pto1
illi,41.a, t 6;4 fift. "1:111Yk m 411e 414, 0 tese was co -
applied to
County Clerk ci 
nse but the 
. a marriage
!ce explained
that the license could not lie issued
residents of Smithlant leave Padu-
cah, the city would not have enough
people left in it to put out a fire
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
incantsreei BULLET/N.
Boston, Mass.—American Medical
association and the First Church of
Christ Scientist. Dates of sale May
it St. to June 9th inclusive, 1906.
final limit June rftth; by paying fee
of jt oo, tickets can be extended to
July isth. 1906. Round-trip rate one
regular first class fare via route of
ticket plus St.00.
Paris, Ky.—Grand Commandry
Knights Templar—Dates of sale May
21st and 22nd, limit May 25th, !god.
Rate for round trip 212.75.
qisags_a __Ky.—Home Coming
Week of Kentuckians: tai-e-s--ol sa
June nth, 12th, and t3th, rgo6, limit
Jene 23rd; by paying fee of so cents
tickets can he extended to thirty
days from date of purchase. Rate
for round trip—$6.95.
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.--
Biennial 'meeting General Federation
of Womens clubs; Date of sale May
28th, wadi, 3oth and 3tst, 1016 re.
turn limit June 9th, 1906; tickets can
be extended to July lath by paying
fee of 2,2.00. Rate for round-trip
$2t.6o.
Prohibition party ot ICentticky—
Meeting at pouisville May 31st to
June tst—Ecie this oceaSion the Till-
mois Central railroad has antbiori,zei
le reduced rate, of ripe and one-third
tare plus 2' cents for the round trip
thie, certifieite plan, befegates
alt&ildi,purchase one-way tkkets at,
inti fare and procure a . cerigicate
fri*, the, tleket agrnt, avhich,,,rfhen
lligned by the secretary of the Mike
Ina, will entitle him to one and 'one-
third fare Flu& zelit gents, good re-
, . "get, ,
erua .--194'm a s 1.4-
Otoriat Wiel; pate of sale Itttly 2t§t
10 26th "Inc usite, Foo0, return limit
, five. 4kyi fFain,'fiste of gall', but not
.1ptcr, thaik (a ah. t000 Rate for
fouct-irep $5 24:' 'which iticludes ad-
mission to the Ryman Andttoriam.
. I. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
wholly money wasted.
was
PECAN SHELLING 'SEASON.
An Industry That Gives Employ-
ment to Many Hundreds
of People.
Some idea of the magnitude of the
pecan nut meat industry may be had
When it Is stated that in San Antonio
(Tex.) alone there are 1,700 members
of the Pecan Shelters' union. a labor
organization composed of men engaged
as a regular business in the shelling
of pecan nuts and extracting the de-
licious kernels.
Not all of the pecan shellees in Ban
Antonio belong to the unihn. There
arc several hundred colter r.en, worn
en and children in that city a ho gain
a, livelihood from the work. There
are bruit:lies of the Pecan E.I.Uera
union In Austin and several othei
towns of the state.
The pecan nut eliciting season last*
from October 1 to July 1. The as*
crop of nuts begin to come into man
ket about October 1, and from thee
until January 1 the business of ex-
tracting the kernels is very active
The kernels are shipped iu large Wilt
to New York, St. Louis and other cit-
ies, where they are used by the con-
feetioners in the manufacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling is a comparatively
new industry. It had Its origin, so
far as its becoming a recognized
business is concerned, a few years ago
when a candy manufacturer of New
York vipited Texas.
He ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street'. vendors in
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
Important Ingredient of this candy
As an experiment he arranged for a
small shipment of the pecan meats to
to  him. 
The kernels were received in due
time, and the highest art of the candy
maker was employed In their use. The
pecan candy became popular almost
instantly, and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
That, was the beginning of an in-
dustry which now gives employment to
several thousand people. There is a
big demand for the pecan kernels in
every large clty in the country.
Indians Going to hehooL
The Indlatis of wetter* Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At present
there are 260 students and no more
tan` be received until new buildings
under way are completed. It was only
h few weeks ago that the government t
ordered the instellatitin of a school at
bid Fort Mcl)erinitt, in Humboldt
bottnty, to relieve the Congestion in
be Carson seh,00t
f ' ' She. Had *recovered. i , General Cartage Business,
, Mrs, Ferguson (to ealleri—I never
illd like her, and when the, itnpndent Superior Facilities for Officething spoke to me the «gay she did i
wag speechless with ,indignatton. 1 Handling Freight, qachinery and and Monroe *
'•ouidn't Bei. a 'Word. i1 And Household (loods. Both 'Phones fMr. Ferguson (butt* . tn)—fritsi .
oust hive happened bates we wers
led.—Tit-BIts.
I. Will /1•11 
•
ial/ atop 
NAILIte T
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f.cesi4 ilriTo4 01101111 $4.11
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NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of i5 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. C now« tiail thirk robber trawlTYS.-PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLA 
"A" sad pasetnps strips."B",Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can and "D," also rtim Kelp "R"
be vulcanized like any other tire. se preessis etas entatng. Tide
tire will totaling* ear etherTwo Hundred Ttmsand hairs saw in-asiod use. Over
.Sessely-fivs Mimed pairs sold lest mt. MbrrarAgiri°
•
;Pneffs made is all is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
with a ;special quality of rubber, wtdch never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from sathded customers stating
an ordinary tire, the puncture restating qualities Wag yen by several layer" of thiu. rpeciallyt
hat their tires have only been pumped uponce or twiziszboia maaoa. rsey weigh no oriore than
prepared fabric ea the tread. That beck" ly felt whets ridarn on /uphill,.
or soft reeds is overcome by the patent "basket Wear!" trerdartri h prevelds an elf from being
squirted aut between the Hie and the road thus thercosalag lelPtlar Price ate*
tires is Pio per pair, but for advertiaing purposes we are making a special Factory price to the rider
of only kilo per pats. An orders dilpvEd Sante day *Jar Is rgodveA IlVe air C.O.D. on approval.
You do eat pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as ed.
We will show a emelt disemmt of s per cent (thereby making tbe priesscis Per Anil) If roused* It
FULL came wrris 0111M1R and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brans hand pump roe t-r« &paps= metal puncture Matters as full paid orders (these instal I.
vegetate closers to be wed in case of intentiooal knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR totpense if for any reason they are toot satinfectory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable end money seat to us is as safe as in • bank. Ain your Postmaster
Banker, F.xpress or Freight Agent or the dditor of this paper about us. If yen order • pan oi
these Urea, you will doer that -they will ride moiler, run faster, wear better, last longer and look
finer than any Ure you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased
that when you want a bicycle you will give vs your order. We west you to send us a small trial
order at este, beset this remarkable tire oder.
built-.p-wheein *addles, pedals, parts and repairs, Ai00ASIIER-BRA1/1015S, everything la the bicycle line are sold by at half thew
prices charged by dealers end repair men. Write fora big RUNDRY cat*
UNE
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"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which in your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
c
• - ...),Ilite,,,,LL , lb:T. ,W4Lete lotick
ne 
(17,.'vf. ,-„!!).1
.
. itrcircrt.r:a Tau= an 16111NINIZIES at 'PHI II,
LEY...0:9 ray nth- r msnuiacturçr or dealer in the workl.
• 
DO ROT BUYA BICYCLE rre- a'at 41N,v ft."..,
or on cm' A-,,e4f °perms, until you have received our complete Free C..tt so
logo.* illustiAting and tiescrig every kind of high-grade and /Jo
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkebleln
kaiak& and woadertut new eases muck passible by selling from factor,
direct to ridcr with no nilddlemen's proAts.
Ofinr alIMP Off AP#11 00i. irsiAout a awl lejlera. Pay the Freight mull
allow le Days Free Trial and make other liberal term. wh h. h no othei
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vain
able information by simply writing us a postal.
moueyarrtatrourg
We seed a in every town and can otter an oppertunit3
to make ism who applyat moot. 
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES N LV• 
tar Pria• 80 $4.80
.50 egi efsi—TMI
DO NOT WAIT but write us Pm"' y. DO NOT T OF noun°icycle or• pair of tires from sayone until you know the new and
wonderful ciders we are making It only costs • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept., "J L" C ICAO% ILL
GO-4504orning
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line of
Garden Hose, Nozzels, Sprinkling Medi
:lagsetc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South P•Iurth Sc., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
aducah Transfer Company
(Incot oratetLi
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
J.
e•
teseievoirereergseirers' '^- .."71rhrishel"*S-- '"a-Trreeve••• ,1•I'WPV't,' tlitT11411,1177pr7 *
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phone Cumberland trfl.
Tuesday Morning, May 22, 1906.
Recommenatons For Light Plant.
If the general council adopts the
recommendation unanimously made
leketerday by the board of public
works and joit committee, in reggard
to the snunicipal lightng plant, the
city wil ha4le one of the most com-
plete plants of its size in the country.
The sum of $20,000 ie called for in
the recommendation and., it will be
money well spent.
'When the city installed its own
plant, it had • no money except the
regular levy and that was not enough
to get new machinery, but it went
ahead and di the best it could, and
in the face of a large repair bill and
the renewal of machinery from time
to time, a most excellent showing
has been made with the plant, but it
would have been much better if the
machinery had all been new.
We think it has been demonstrated
to 'the satisfaction of every unpre-
juriced mind that the people of Pa-
ducah are decidedly in favor of main-
taining thew municipal plant, and as
not one expects the plant to last al-
ways, they are no doubk in favor of
the city spending all money neces-
sary to equipt the plant In good, sub-
stantual and up-to-date style. Tem-
porary repairs can be made and the
poicy of the past continued, but it
is nix economy to continue along that
line, for it is only a matter of time
when the repair bill will increase to
a point where good business judg-
ment diatate a complete over-hauling
and the installation of new machin-
ery.
- The board, of public works, a few
days ago, called the attention of the
general council to the fact that at
this time it was almost imperative
that the bath of $3,000 be expended
for one , new machine and repairs,
unless 'I was the intention to enlarge
and remodel the plant, and in that
event the sum indicated would be
virtually thrown away.
The sum recommeded by the boar,t
and joint committee not only will in-
stall new dynamos, but another Coo
Ras engine, a new battery of boilers,
new and improved arc lamps n place
of those now in use and about 5o
more street lights, which will cover
the entire city.
With the engine and boilers under
contemplation, power sufficient for
fiften years to come vil be installed,
and then as the number of lights are
increased all that is necessary will
be to install additional dynamos.
As to the money for the. improve-
. r
Illent it miletssigested that the
work could . e completed until
this winter, and the colt over and
.. Municipal Ownership in Canada. city known both far and wide for its
The corporation organs are now beautiful streets. The cost will be
busy publishing a lot of stuff sent out
by a bureau in New York. that is
maintained by the public utility cor-
porations who seek to prolong their
hold on the American people. The
rot sent out b ythem attempts to
make it appear that municipal owner-
ship has been a failure in Great
Britian, when the facts are that pub-
lic ownership has been eminently suc-
cessful in the British Isle.
This paper received a lot of tne
stuff from the corporation bureau, but
at is was so false and misleading
we threw it in the waste basket.
As evidence that Great Britian has
°and-municipal- ownership proBtatte
we print below the closing paragraphs
of an article by Frank G. Carpenter,
the distinguished newspaper corres-
pondent, in Sunday's St. Louis Re-
public,in which he gives an account
of what he found in the cities of
Canada and other portions of Brit-
ish America. We do not have to go
to Europe to learn of the vast bene-
fits to she people that are obtained
through public ,ownership, nor for
that matter, to British America, but
we have hundreds of American cities,
and some right here in Kentucky,
the statistics of which show that vast
profits or saving to the people where
they own the public utilities.
Here is what Mr. Carphter says
about conditions across the border:
"There is no doubt, however, but
that municipal ownership is advanc-
ing in favor in all parts of British
America. Edmonton has its own
electric light plant,. and it has taken
posession of the telephones within
the past year. It owns the water
works and sewers, and it charges
a minimum cost for its various ser-
vices. The telephone rates are $20
per year for dwelligs and $30 per
year for business, and the light rates
are low.
"Winnipeg is now managing its
own water works, and it is giving at
$24 a year a service for which in the
past a householder paid $11o. It paves
its own streets and has a. municipal
asphalt pint. It now gets a part of
the earnings of the street cars and
at certain hours of the day insists
on a 3-cent fare in order to benefit
the workingman and school children.
"I am told that Toronto has made
a contract as to the operation of its
Tailways, which wil give a 3-tent
rate at certain hours of the, day, and
that a certain percentage of the street
car earnings are to go into the city
treasury. The contract is to run for
twenty years, after which the plant
goes bac kto 'he t-4.it,y.ao an appraised
valuation of its stock and materials.
"All of these city ownership insti-
tutions give cheap telephones. In
Port Arthur the city rates are $1 per
Month for residence and $2 a month
for business houses, and on these
terms the municipality makes money.
Fort Williams expects eventually to
cat its residence 'phones to 5o cents
less than one-half of that paid for
brick and asphalt, and are expected
to----be-just as durable; if so, every
year the city and property owners
can build a few miles of streets and
soon reconstruct its principal thor-
oughfares outside of those improved
with the bond money.
The per capita circulation in the
United States on May I was $32.22.
the greatest figure ever reached.
The former maximum record was at-
tained February' 1st of this ,yeas,
when the per capita circulation wa:
$3r.86. If these statistics are too
, refer- to-surieteliets-report -and- you
will se that the amount of liquor
and beer drank annually in the
United States is over twenty gal-
lons per capita.
The 'Mayfield Messenger his a
story about a brood of wren's
hatched in a mail box near town.
Let's see; what was that
spider, desiring
where it would
chose the church
story of a
to spin its web
not be disturbed.
contribution box'
The rate bil passed by a republi-
can senate and urged by a republican
president is far More drastic in its
aims than policies advocated' by the
populists ten years ago.
And yet men who seek to curb cor-
porations are called demagogues.
This is the time ofthe year when
the sweet girl graduate make her
appearatice, and the country will now
take its seat at the annual intellectual
banquet table.
King Alphonso married yesterday.
Seems like we heard something of
this young man about seven year:
ago
It is heard for even the charitable
man who does business with it to
esteem a'steam laundry.
Juggling With Luck.
(Memphis News-Scimitar).
"The man seeking to assist himself
financially by the aid of games of
chance, when he has to borrow the
money to do so, or keep it from his
cieditors, is not only unjust to his
wife and chittken, but to himself as
well." 
.
Thus Public Printer Stillings close's
a warning to the Iwo printers in
the government printing office that
if they get into trouble by betting
on the races they need expect no
consideration at his hands.
It is very foolish in a man to risk
money that he owes to others. , But
Is it much less follish to risk money
that is all his own?
All the great guarantee companies
have agreed not to bond for posit-
ions of trust men who gamble.
Four-fifths esf the discovered em-
bezzlements are among men who
took chances, thinkin, to pay the-per month, and business houses to 
money back out of the profite.$s. while radical reductions have been This warning by Public Printer
Stilliegs was called for by the fact
that thousands of government em-
ployes in the departments at Wash-
made in other quarters.
"Regina has taken over its electric
light plant, has cut the rates 20 per
cent and is making money. Medicine ington have got themselves into theHat owns atural gas works and is bard hands of money sharks through
gambling Hundreds have had to be
discharged because, whether they.
win or lose, the gambling habit un-
fits them for seenonsible positions.
The man who bases h's hone of
fortune on his belief in luck builds
his hours on sand. His character
is askeweel. His conceptions of the
practicalities of life are distorted.
Failure ever confronts him and kill-
• • 1
furnishing light and heat to that town
of soon at the lowest rates.
Th charge is 17 cents for lighting
and heating, and all cooking is now
done over gas. Te ttown is also of-
fering its gas a 5 cents per thousand
for factories, and several woolen
mills and brick making plant; have
11ready been started. The city gas
works are only a little more than a
year old, and men at these ow rates
they have mad a profit of $25.000."
switching the
ment of a few
street
Change of Streets.
The general council acted wisely in
contemplated improve-
blocks on North Fifth
to West Broadway and West
Year' levy, Aoula be tatried over
into the next year, or if the bond
proposition kis submisticeloto. the peo-
ple, this year. and are'es, the cost
for the impro, eciald,.bc paid
out of that flour lit event, the
. •
plant needs the imesIlidiate attention
of the gettiket.eraitheil ilea the gee
tion at this .thtte is whether oi not
they will dispose of the matter in a
prudent business manner and give the
city a first class plant by which .it
ran make a handsome saving, or suf-
fer the plant to be rua in a' manner
that cannot give complete satisfac-
tion, besides wasting money on tem-
porary repairs.
If the b000sters want to. boost
something, let them boost the city
electric light plant prOpoeitiott, and
then we wil try boosting- something
Are not the people who sing as
'well as the fellow who wrote cis:.
parody, "Everybody/ Lies But Roose-
equally guilty df les nnijeste?
• . •
stIll
it makcs'a,iniStake in not.going back
to the recorionstdation p! ..the joint
committee' atfdboard'of pnblic works,
and improving Jeffers:?n street from
Second to IIrst streets.. and First
streei freer:Jefferson nos Broadway.
,The tinrelis*it hr distant whenithe
WaKtotiseilf,:.:On 'Jefferson street ,at
10thftind 'Second 'streets will be in
active use or the property sold, for
mantrfuturing or wholesale purposes.
Those two blocks improved would
about finish op the business section of
the city.
As to Fifth street. the board of
public works, in due time, proposes to
experiment with several blocks of it,
on account of its heavy traffic and
constant use, by obtaining a good
fouhdation and then take screened
gravel and mix it with a small
amount of pitch, tar or cement and
roll it hard and solid. If this method
of street building is successful, and
we think it will he, Paducah will once
more have gravelled streets like those
eif twenty years ago which made the
in- st-snair leeks in his slooloos
could you exnect control of con-
ditions or of self in a man who has,
permitted himself to be tossed hither
and thither hy ihe winds and waves
f the sea of chance?
What he loses is lost. But what
he vains he loses.
You never hear of a rich gambler.
'I The criminality commonly attrib-
iitcd to drink is due in larcte part
to drink's scorn:m;(1n, soimblino. The
one weakens the moral sense; the
other perverts it
All the avenues of lreitimate bupi-
ness are heiore more and more se-
cnrelv closed against ,pen who *re
so dishonest as to risk money that
they owe to Other*, runtri foolish eel
o that -whiefi is their own.—
4.+44-1-+++++++e-i++++++++++++
OTHER COUNTRIES
HEARD FROM. +
+++++++++-X-ke-1-1-++:- h+++++++
Advice to Hunters.
(Hollandale (Ill.) Reyiew.)
Tuesday evening while Even Jul-
son was repairing a milk rig in his
barnyard, a bullet whistled past his
head and he heard the report of 3
gun over in the timber in Robin-
son's pasture a quarter of a mile
away. * * * Too much care cannot
he used in the handling of guns, par-
ticularly Tines. Every hunter should
be certain that neither man nor beast
is in range of his gun before he fires
otherwise he is guilty of criminal
-carelessness.
• r
The Bird of Spring.
(Harrodsburg Democrat.)
The frogs have begun to sing
What more welcome sound to the
heart and soul tban the tuneful mel
ody of the little nocturnal, acquatic
webfoot troubadour? The meadow
lark for the fields and the robin for
the back yard, but for energetic.
whole-souled crescendo, for care-dis-
pelling, debt-forgetting enjoyment
give us the frog.
as.
Agricultural.
(State Journal.)
The Stanford interior Journal says
the unusual sight of men plowing
corn With their overcoats on was
witnessed in that section last week.
The paper says it was on account of
the cold weather, but we suspect filet
laziness was the cause of the spec-
tacle We are not much of a farmer,
but we have walked between plow
handles often enough to know that
it is pretty hot work, which puts
overcoats out of the question. B u t
maybe they use the new-fangled
plows that they ride on up there in
the mountains.
• •
Deserves Credit.
(Louisville Times-)
W th the lie passing currou .as
freely as a counterfeit half-dollar on
circus day. Ben Tillman deserves no
little credit in keeping his temper
bottled and his pitchfork in the cor-
ner
• • •
Rahl for Tommy.
(Chicago Record Herald )
Sir Thomas Lipton is building
another cup racer, for he's 1 j—l—y
g—d f—l—w. and defeat on'y seems
to increase his good nature
Cairo Has Pole Troubles.
(Cairo Citizen.) •
The Paducah Register o urging
taas Site cii• goverrori nt tax the
varinits companies there for each
pole they erect for stringrig wires,
and make the tax treble for each
dead pole allowed to remsin on the
streets. It is urged, that a's method
would greatly reduce the +-timber of
poles aid would compel tete various
companies to jointly use th- poles on
many of the streets. Such action
would relieve Cairo' Of many. un-
sightly poles. if it is ton early to
talk of putting wires tiedergrotind.
Cairo can at least regukte some-
what the number of poles that are
placed upon the streets.
A New Torpedo Boat.
(From Harpers Weekly.)
As soon as the motor bit was ne-
veloped as a speedy and economical
craft the attention of na-'l officers
was directed to it as a pos ible aid in
sea warfare. Recently there has
been tested in England a small tor-
pedo boat driven by iutnal com-
bustion engines which is a distinct
novelty in vessels of this kind. The
new czaft is but sixty feet in length
and nine feet in breadth, but can run
at a speed of over twenty-five and a
half knots an hour, this being pos-
sible, as the engines weigh only one-
half what similar steam engines
would weigh. Furthermore, by this
lightness of weight the vessel is ras-
ed in the water when going at high
speed, and virtually skims over the
sittfitce with a minimum of resist-
ance. Consequently the bottom is
unite flat, and the lines very consid
c:ably from the traditional high-
SEW STATE
NORMAL REGENTS
WORD DAILY EXPECTED AS
TO GOVERNOR'S
CHOICE.
The Entertainment Committee of
the Alumni Association Meets
This Evening.
Word is expected every day. from
Frankfort, showing who Gov. Beck-
ham will appoint as regents for the
two state normal colleges to be
established in Kentucky and main-
tained by the commonwealth funds.
The celections are made by the gay-
c-nor, who is considering a number
of lead;ng educators of the state.
None of the professors of this sec-
tion are applicants for the positions.
but of course if one of the plums
should happen to drop in their laps.
•t would. be picked up, and not
smacked out of the way.
Morning Exercises.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton yesterday
morning delivered an address to the
children of the high school at their
cpening exercise, and it was a de-
lightful resume from an educational
standpoint. This morning Hon. E.
W. Bagby. president of the Carnegie
library, will talk to the students on
'Library" while tomorrow morning's
opening exercise will consist of
music by the high school orchestra
Alumni Committee.
This evening at Carnegie library
meeting will be held by the com-
mittee of the Paducah Alumni asso-
ciation. which is preparing for the
reception to he given next month to
this year's graduates of the high
schools. Decisions will be made to-
night upon several matters concern-
ing the coming entertainment.
New Church
(Continued From First Page .'t
Prather of Mladisonville, who is a
widely known revivalist, and also the
possessor of a fine voice with which
to conduct the singing.
Thires.Street Wthodist.
Yesterday afternoon Rev. Peter
Fields preached at the Third street
Mlethodist church, using as his topic
"How to Revive the Church," while
last night "The Beautitu-des" was
spoken upon by Rev. Wiens, who had
two conversions.
These meetings continue indefin-
itely.
Methotkat College.
Mr. harry C. Rhodes has returned
from Yew York, nd stopped over in
Louisville uhile en route home to
see the educational board of the
Methodist conferedce. He thinks he
ssill have something definite to give
ing the Methodist college to be
erected in this end of the state.
Courthouse Preaching.
At the court house Sunday Rev J.
S. Greathouse, the apostolic preacher,
gave an audience the entire book of
Revelations, and will preach every
night this week. Go and hear him.
and enjoy the delightful music ren-
teredi by the choir that has Mrs. Sem-
mons of Ohio as organist. She is
possessed of a voice of surpasing
sweetness.
Rev. Calvin Thompson was Sunday
greeted by an immense congregation,
both morning and evening, at the
First Baptist church which he has
been called to to take pastoral charge
oe He is a forcible and impressive
man who bids fair to become recog-
nized as one of the city's most fer-
vent and energetic workes.
Excellent Preaching.
A large congregation listened Sun-
day morning to one of Rev. W.
Pinkerton's fine sermons, while in the!
evening he spoke to the Young Peo- 1
terday for Nturray to attend the
1
Southwestern Kentucky meeting.
Trimble Street Church. 
Louisville's School Board,
(Louisville Post.)
Ths•• sotst he a chann • in ' -the
conduct of onr school affairs. We'
need not go behind the meager de-
tails of the story concetning the
enrchatte of Pea‘rl-street property.
The integrity of the school board can
he eirdicated onlv by i•noziaching it*
infellire'nee. If these school- trustees
honestly roi.i $7 goo for nronertv Soy
man could have hoitght for $41-10h
thee are enfit to have control of
revenue of over Von (too. The iehrsol
ooteteee can take either horn of 04'4
rill•mrrs the,. rdesss. rieostIr
t000v that either they are thornily
or that they are
siwcti in their deelsitirs by !.1114,1r
it,'enmnetert 
 in. II-
cos Sideration ' •
torpedo boat esiables it to be lifted
aboard a large battle ship or cruiser,
whle for harbor defense a fleet of
such vessels could be maintained
most economically. In fact, fifteen
such torpedo boats could be built for
the cost of one modern destroyer,
while their high speed and small sise
would Tender them far less liable to
damage when making an attack. in
adddition, a much smaller crew is re-
ottired, therefore reducing to a mini
Mum she loss of life should one of
the vessels be sunk. The offensive
armament consists of a machine min
and a torpedo tube, so that the mo-
tor boat should be able to pass
launch patrols and discharge the tor-
pedo at its target. The vessel has
been designed and constructed by
the firm of Yarrow & Co., and it is
a matter of speculation which gov-
ernment will be the first to adopt
the new type.
Scrapped In County.
Out near Little Cypress Sunday
Elbert Faith and Win. King got into
a fight and Faith's head. was cut
•
'Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the
Trimble street Methodist church,
Sunday' started his revivals that arc
being held each morning and eve-
ning at that churA. He is assisted
by Rev. R. E. Brassfield, of Barlow,
who is doing the preaching and de-
livering some strong talks. Sunday
the male choir from the I. C. shops
furnished singing for the meetings,
and it was an unusually attractive
feature.
PARK COMMISSIONERS.
President Murrell Has the Members
to Meet This Afternoon.
Dr D G Mnrrell. president of the. . .
hoard of public park commistioners. aupposed to charge and provide in
yesterday issued a call for the Mein-
addition, long distance facilitiesbare to meet this afternoon at the,
establieliment of' Mr. H. C. Rhodes which enable you to reach Illy
of North Fourth street, who
pretp. badly. It hapgened during a of the :body. The preaki,ent
church's "Children's Thpy" exercise, number of (locations' to
enttethany were srOttrill, becoming them, in their 'preparktions
filtatty excited. ' lush parks in this city.
pRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
4+41-1-14+++-2-1-+++
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
Tis First Americas Life In-
man Ca. The Cowl that
HAS EARED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Comply in the
....World...
for the sweet girl graduate and for
all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
set, collar pins, a'so silver novelties
of all cliscriptions.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,/
and make repairs that are absolute'?
satisfactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 77*-A.
 sama
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet.
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagornarsizao.
-
NOTICE.
List of new subscribers added by
Tennessee Telephone 
_ULM!.
pany today;
465-r- Block, Geo., 1501 S. Third.
2656 Clark, Joel, Gro., 224 Clem-
ents
2655- Duffy, Geo., Res., 1319 Mon-
roe.
2654- Faughan,
Broad Alley.
2316- Wallace, W. T.. Res., itos
North Eighth.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have in the city ovsr 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; ouside of "She
city Sad within the county we have
[6
3 tithes as many- subscribers as the
Independent Co. Yet we will place
a telephone ,in your residence at this
same-, rate the faidependent Co. is
Annie, Res., 1624
•
is one million people from-your home.
has a l Cali 3isto for further Information.
before
estali-1 EAST TE4NESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
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WILL PROTEST'
UMPIRE GIVES PADUCAH A
RAW DEAL AT DAN-
VILLE.
DapOnase the Danville Fans
Who Threatened to Tabe Tim
Off the Field.
How
Paducah 
Vincennes  
Cairo 
Danville  
Jacksonville
Id attoon 
OF EXCAVATING THE XSTREETS.
STEAM ROLLER OUT WITH
BIG IRON PLOW YES-
TERDAY.
.,--____---
Kentucky Avernae Is Being Dug Up,
Preparatory to Laying the Bitu-
lithic Material.
•
They Stand. Yesterday
 morning ,the street roll-
W. L Pct. er of Contrac
tor Ingram was out,
 
,..13 6 .684 working with the hug
s plows on
044 Thi! t  -meeting ef-the di--Kerstitelry a
venue, tearing- --up - that_
• 10 9 .526 rectors for the Humane society will street prep
aratory for the bittalithic
 19,. 9 .526 be held at the Commercial club composition
 to be put down in re-
6 11 :353 headquarters on Soul% Fourth street 'c
onstructing the public thoroughfare
Today's Schedule.
Paducah at Danvole.
Cans-) at Jacksonville.
Mattoon at Vincennes
Sunday's Runts.,
Cairn, I; Paducah,
Mattoon, 4;
Jacksonville, 1; Vincennes, C.
Umpire Phayed
Danville, Ill., .May .21.-1.7nwire
Cunningham's rotten decisions today
tied the score in the testentils tithihtt:
atfa at the end of the first *half or
the ninth, he declared'-that the coach-
er for Paducah had Made the score
instead of the runner, and gave Dee-
ville the game by 6 to 5. Paducah
will protest.
The fair minded fans heed the
umpire and threatened to take him
off the field. 
R II E
Paducah  5 IT 4
Danville   6 7
ad Batteries—South. Iirahir.4Nippert;,,
!Selby and Shaw.
Cairo Wins in Ninth.
Jacksonville, Ill, May at.—By a
batting rally in the ninth inning, Cairo
won oot by mak'ng' 5 runs after two
men were out.
in.— 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9--R U E
Jacks. . .300011 a a o—e to
Cairo.. o o 1 0 0 2 1 0 5-10 13 2
Batteriee—Lindley and Belt, Clint-
ents Way and Wolfe.
Vincennes, 4; Mattoon. 3-
Vincenne•, lrwf, May 21 —Today's
game resulted as follows;
Vincennes ......
Mattoon-. 
R.H.E
 4 Z
At the par) Sunday the L. A. L's.
defeated the Boomer Gists by a seore
of 8 to 3.
Bloomer Getis.
About Lax) people were at the
ball park Sunday afternoon witness-
ing the game of base ball between
the Boston Bloomer girls and th
e
L. A. L. amateur team of this city.
The latter won by a score of 8 to 
3.
while th,.. game was filled with good
plays. A female filled every place
with the Bloomer girls. their pitche
r
playing through the entire nine in
-
nings, and twirled some good ball.
With The Boys.
A regular slugging match took
place Sunday afternoon at Ninth
and Rodman streets between the
Red Stara and F0hvill.s, the Int-
o ter being defeated by a iliore of tfl
3 to ta. Sloan and Walters were the
/lottery
 for OW. 'Red ' Stars. and
• Senders and Bryant for the Fishes-
ylles, with Cohn us scorer.
Players Released.
Pitchers Wilgus oal Ames and
Right Felder M. \111161" illtv'e been
released by Wanner .11aVry Lloyd.
Miller left for Toledo, Ohio, yes.
terday. Gus Bonner. the Italian pitch-
er of last year here, wants a place
and Lioyd is trying to get him.
. Found With'
Doctor's Rig
vv.,. "(Continued From Firet Page.)
_  
Lightfoot takes up the snit of T. J.
Moore, former city detective, against
'the city of Paducah, for $ao claimed
due plaintiff froni defendant for sal-
• ary.
Moore was formerly detective for
the city and selected by the police
comtnissioners for one year, begisk
ning January rat. Several months
ago, in reducing the police force, the
Republican legislative authorities de-
cided that the detectives be done
away with.
Moore claimed he could not be re-
lieved of his eervicea until the end
• If
of this year, deerefore, when half ii
month went by. after his lay-off, he
sited the city for bis salary Now , if
Ise wins the action he will file suits
'for every half month's pay. due him
since be was laid off.
'Nis action is a test suit, and If lte
• wins, former City Detective Baker
will see for that dam Trim, as will the
policemen laid off by the reduction
order Of the legislators.
•
.it —Miss Gertrude Haag, the 
popular
stenographer at the waterworks
office, is confined with illness '
her bonte on BroniMaSr it#I1r t‘itlith
street
VESTICATINO EXCAVATING
OFFICIAL THE STREETS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
HUMANE SOCIETY MEETS
TONIGHT.
They Will Select Their Investigat-
ing Agent, Clothe Him With
Police Power and Start Work.
3 14 .1761 for the purpose of electing the "in-
vestigating officer," bihose duty it
will be to look thoroughly into re-
ported cases of cruelty to animals or
helpless human beings that prosecu-
tion can be entered against the guilty
parties in the courts. The meeting
is called for eight o'clock, and at
that time all the directors will be
on hand, as it is Their desire to get
this election settled in order that
many cases can be looked into.
One of the leading workers of the
society yesterday said they would
consider it an especial favor for any-
body in the community, no matter
who, to report to them any cases
where people have either been cruel
to animals, mistreated Httle children
or aged and infirm people. This is
the main object of the organization,
to ameliorate conditions in this re- lv finished the concre
te • idewalk on
apect. and when reliable reports are the south side of Kent
ucky avenue
made to the society the special
officer will be sent to investigate and
see if the facts justify a prosecution.
The society, when they select their
officer, will ask the police commis-
sinners of this city to confer a regu-
lar patrolman" nnwer to the humane
:went. so he 14 11 be clothed with
;mole authority to make arrept,. the
same as any policeman on the regu-
lar force.
There are numerous instances in
this city where owners are daily
driving animals fit only for the
honeyard or hospital. and these cir-
cumstances will be looked into im-
mediately.
littstched.a Pair of •Shineh:'
Bartley Tuner, a small negro boy.
was arrested yesterday by Officer
Cross and locked up on the charge
of stealing a pair of shoes from
Shoemaker Klein of under the New
slItiebtrionti hotel.
The lad snatched the shoes from
the door of the shops but Klein was
too swift foe him, and overtook the
boy and turned him over to the
at rolman
eget th ts
INSURANCE
INSPECTOR
MR. GILDORF HERE ENROUTE
TO BARLOW AND OTHER
POINTS.
Fire Destroyed Several Outhouses
and Small Home Yesterday-
-Several Runs Sunday.
Yesterday Mr. W. J. Gilsdorf, the
rate maker and electrical inspector
for the fire insurance companies do-
ing business in this state, arrived
here for a few days' stay while en
route to many smaller cities in this
section of the state to inspect wir-
ing and make new fire rates. He
haves tomorrow for Barlow, and
finishing there goes to Bandana:
then to LaCenter. Hazlewood and
Bardwell. On completing his work
in these villages he works his way
back towards Louisville, where he
makes Vs headquarters.
Mr. Gilsdorf was the electrical in-
spector for this city until last Feb-
the responsible position with the fire
insurance companies. While here he
beeing of as much assistance as
passible to Mr. W J. McPherson,
the new city electrician who suc-
ceeded him. Mr. Gilsdorf has known
the new inspector here for years.
and Nays the city could not have
secured a better man.
Afternoon Fire.
• Yesterday afternoon, shortly after
3 o'clock, fire ignited the small frame
outhouse behind the home of Mary
Taylor. ceslored, on Jackson between
Sixth and Seventh streets. The
blaze destroyed this outhouse, the
small residence of Mr. Moore. and
thc stable of Mrs. Georgia Holliday.
The loss is about $m.
Sunday's Runs.
Sciaeone dropped a cigarette in a
pile of trash beside the 5. X. Ron-
dnrant residence fencer at ..Ws-th and
rirrrison streets) and the pile ignit-
inaa set fir, to the fence. leen panels
of which, burned before the depart-
ments could arrive.
Just ps ;the, departments grt bleil
solneatie turned a .falae . alarm In
front box NO. 31 at Second and ten.
tacky avenue .;
The gravel coming from top of the
avenue is dumped into the storm
sewer excavations along each side
of the thoroughfare. it being more
solid and settles more compactly
than the dirt taken out, therefore
there is danger of the street sinking
above the sewers.
The roller goes along with the
huge icon plow dragged behind,
where the latter sinks down deep
into the gravel and turns it over. It
will be some days before work of
putting down the foundation for the
bittilithic is started, as the brick-
masons are busy building the man
holes for the storm sewers along
that thoroughfare. The bitulithic
cannot go down until the sewer men
are out of the way.
Contractor Bridges yesterday near
between Third and Fourth streets
The improvement was started at
Fourth and is being worked towards
Third. only a few feet of space
dividing the end of the new walk and
Third.
Joint Meeting
of Aldermen
(Continued From First Page.)
lucky avenue from Fourth to Ninth.
under contracts awarded this com-
pany last year. but many members
said this was the last of it the city
would ever use, it not being satis-
factory at all.
City Engineer Washington has
drawn the plans and specifications
for the reconstruction of North
Fifth, and in doing so, drew plans
for a storm 5ewer pipe to ran OW
Harrison from the river to Fifth, so
the surface water could he 'flowed
through it from the Fifth street
brick re-construction to the river's
edge. When the two boards ordered
abandoned the idea of improving
Fith. they also instructed the city
engineer to make his Harrison street
storm sewer plans provide Tor a
main from only Third and Harrison
down to the river's edoe, as there
will be no neeessity of running it
elear os; to Fifth. inasmuch as th•
latter is not to he re-constructed
Elections.
The joint meeting last login en-
tered into the election of several
officers, and chose R. H. McGuire
city weigher; F.Adie Farley, Jr., city
meat, milk and live stock inspector,
and Dr Frank Boyd and Dr. H. P.
Sights, as the civilan members of the
board of directors for Riverside hos-
pital. Mr. McGuire has been resid-
ing here several years, having come
from Smithland. where he-was post-
master. He resides on West Har-
rison street. and ran for the city
weighership last December, but was
defeated by the late Capt. Mendel
Johnson, whose recent death causes
the vacancy that the former oppon-
ent is now chosen to fill. Mr. Mc-
Goire is the census enumerator for
the public schools, for the past two
years. He had opposition last night
:n Mir. Frank Dunn, who has been
acting weigher, while Capt. Johnson
was ill, but who this morning will
turn the office over to the new
weigher that is selected to fill it un-
til next December, when the regular
election comes off. Mr. Dunn got
only six votes. Chamblin. Hank,
Illubbard, Palmer, Katterjohn and
Van Meter. The 13 others were for
McGuire.
Eddie Farley had no opposition,
as neither did Dr. Boyd who suc-
ceeded himself, and Dr. IT. P. Sights.
who succeeded Dr. Jeff D. Robert
son, as hospitui director.
This being all the matters
forts the joint board, the body
Mourned.
Council Meeting.
President MeRroom of the council,
then called that into regular semi•
monthly meeting, while the aldermen
retired from the room. After Clerk
Bailey had called the roll, Member
LoOls Kolb informed the balance of
those present that yesterday the
mother' of Councilman Race, nipple
died, and he thought out of respect
to their associate, the body should
adjourn until tomorrow. night. He
made a motion to this effect, and the
pituitponemen't WaS take., all business
tft be. tai&ott tip then.
of the aldermanic board of city legis-
lators, is preparing to take legal ac-
tion against the city of Paducah, to
compel the municipality to do some-
thing toward draining the water that
accummulates In-Mc gutter 'beside
the aldermen's collar factory on
North Eighth below Boyd street.
He claims the water should be
looked after by the city and gotten
t id of.
The water stands for a block or
two in the gutter around there and
coMpfaint was made _regarding its
stagnant and unhealthy condition,
to the board of public works, which
body referred the matter to the city
engineer to look into it and see
how much piping it would take un-
der. the gutter to flow the Water
away to the river. On investigating
The que-Woh, fhe- engineer" repot-re
Lack to the board of works that he
found Alderman Starks let water run
from the factory into his rear yard,
and that it then flowed out into the
gutter. where it remained standing.
The board of works then refused to
have anything done towards placing
piping to drain off the accummula-
tion, complaining the city is
responsible only for water that
accommulated on the streets by rea-
aon of rainfalls and such, and not for
that which was run out into -the
street from prism* premises. The
board of works says Mr. Starks is
violating the city laws by letting the
water flow from hts premises onto
the street in this form, and also that
if the city put drain pipes down to
flow it away, hundreds of other
people around town would be want-
ing the same thing, which would
mean a cost of thousands of dollar
out of the city treasury to care for
nuisances created from private
SOUtTes.
Alderman Starks has been bring-
ing the matter often before the pub-
lic boards which turn it down, but
contending he is in the right, h-
says he will force the city to act.
MAIL ORDER HOUSES
Read This Little Story Carefully and
Take it to Heart.
government
your dollar
no returns
buy?
Think this over carefully:- then call
on local dealer, where you can
see and examine the goods before
When the catalogue comes from
your mail-order house, draw a chair
to the table where the light will
shine full upon the page, and peg
on your glasses, that no bargains
may escape your rye.
What a wonderful book it is
, to
be stire! Wonderful for what it does
not contain, as well as what it does
You will miss some things you
would be glad to see.
Where is their offer to nay cash
or efchange goods for your wheat,
oats, teelrn, beans, butter, eggs, hams
akft4 7?
'ittueb dia they pay for cattle.
she and hogs, f. o. b. at your
depot"?
How much tax do they pay to
support your. schools and educate
your children. for improving roads
end !fridges. the support of the poor
of tlie dountry. for the expense of
running the business of your town-
ship. county and state
On what page is their offer to con-
tr:hute money to the church?
'What line of credit will they ex-
tend -to you when your rrops are
000r ;' and money crone — when.
through illness or misfortune, you
are not able to send "cash with
order" for your groceries, clothing.
farm "tools and crockery? Also
stoves and ranges?
Where is their offer to contribute
ta your entertainment next year?
What did they do last year
In short, will they do anything to
provide a market for what you have
to sell and thereby keep up the value
of your estate? Will they do any-
thing for social. church, school or
support, or do they take
out of the country with
except the goods you
; you buy them, and by comparison Of
; prices and quality, you will sec that
;you can do as well or better at
I home, thereby helping to build up
your home town.—Hartford Herald.
Born in H00E:nevi* .
' 'Louisville, Ky., May 2I.--tCharles
Mathews of Louisville, who died sud-
denly Saturday night at the Hotel
Astor in New York, where he had
gone on a business trip, was one of
the best known tobacco men in the
Unted States. He waa, born n Hop-
kinsville forty-nine years ago, but
came to Louisville wl•en a child, his
father engaging in ti e tubacco re-
handdling business here. The firm of
W. S. Mathews & Sons became the
largest rehanddling and exporting
establishment in the world. Charles
ECZEMA
ALL OVER BODY
Eruptions Appeared on Chest, and
Face and Neck Were All Broken
Out—Scales and Crusts Formed
—Iowa Lady Has Great Faith
in Cuticu:a Remedies for Skin
Diseases,
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
tra-di ',I had an eruption appear on my
Africa, which was a cable feature of chest and body and extend upwards
the firm's business. The tobacco and downwards, so that my n
eck and
that is popular in Africa is the strong- face were all brok
en out; aLao my arms
est in the worldd, amf dtheMashews' atI at 
tfiheralotwheorugliriabeitaswaaf rpasnetkhleyknhe mat.
brands were as lilac:a as ink and But soon scales or crusts formed where
enough to knock. the average t(iaac- the breaking out was. Instead of going
co used cold- dwhen Ciey were ship- to a physici
an, / purchased a complete
pedid to the Dark Cosenent. treatraent of the Oakum
 Remedies, in
which I had great faith, and all was
satisfactory. A year or twy later the
eruption appeared again, only a little
lower; but before it had time to spread
I procured another supply of the Cuti-
cum Remedies, and eontinued their use
until the cure was complete. It is now
five years since the last attack, and
have not seen any signs of a return. I
have taken about three bottles of the
Cuticura Resolvent, and do not know
how much of the Soap or Ointment, as
I 'always keep them with me; probably
toe half dozen of each.
"I decided to give the Cuticura Rem-
edits a trial after I had seen the results
of their treatment of eczema on an
infant belonging to one of our neigh-
bore. The parent took the child to the,
nearest physician, but his treatment did
no good. So they procured the Cutleries
Remedies and cured her with them.
When they began using Cuticura Rem-
edits her face was terribly. disfigured;
with sores, but she was entirely cured,
for I saw the same child at the age of
five years, and her mother told me the
eczema had never broken out since. I
have more faith in Cuticura Remedies
for akin diseases than anything I know
of. I am, respectfully yours, Enema E.
Wilson, Liecomb, Iowa, Oct. 1, 1905."
Comilido Staters& sod Interoal Treatmoot IlotrtoCvotytram nook, to imVola, t.. zzojr.exec.,.7
etoolotiV Oodeasastwakt fte,, ..:•Lrasi
▪ ital•Writio."Bow toCorolott •ao hut.'
er land division action irithe countr
court.
BROOKLYN DERBY.
Take-Away Came Ur ler the Wire
First There Yesterday.
Brooklyn, New Yor!ct May 11 —
The Brooklyn derby was won here
today in presence of an immense
crowd, by Take-Away who came
first, with Dandelion second and
Pkkett third.
Judgment For
Damaged Outfit
(Continued From First Page.)
Hon. John K. Hendrick, special
judge, ordered about $400 'distributed
In the suit of Moses Bloom. against
the Paducah Base Ball Association.
The association is the organization
which existed about seven years
ago, and its business is now being
wound up through the courts.
Forcible Detainer.
Orline C/ark, tiled- an appeal to the
circuit court yesterday against Gus.
W. Robertson for prieneasion of the
building at tr6 Beoadviay. Robert B.
Phillips owned the property and leas-
ed it to George W. 'Robertson for
one year. with iiritolege of three
years. Phillips, sonic 'months ago,
sold the property to Orline Clark,
who claims Robertson should have
vacated the premises by March 1st
but the deleneksnt claims his full three
years. Plaintiff contends this cannot
be claimed without a written renewal
of the lease.
Orline Clark filed suit to eject Rob-
ertson in the court of Justice Emery.
who decided Robertson could no t
longer occupy the building willow a
written renewal.' Rtabtelh'son now ap-
peals to the circitt"
Call Equity Docket.
This morning Judge Reed com-
mences calling over his equity docket
at q o'clock, and orders every at-
torney in the city to be on hand to
inform him what they want i' ic
with -their different cases as they are
reached on the doceet. As the judge
'calls over the number before him, the
lawyer announce whether they are
'ready for trial, OT want the matters
to go over a' term.
'He finished yesterday with all t
he
cases that are to be tried by jurors.
and in the afternoon dismissed the
panel entirely.
Property Sold.
Property lying in the counts has-
been sold by Chard!. Trueheart to
Jane E. Walters for $15o. The deed
was filed yesterday with the clerk
A deed was filed whetein Frank
and Mattie Davis confirm the trans-
fer of property to I.. D. Husbands
whilt they were minors, by their
mother.
Conrail Stlith sold lo John Ths
bah} "for $tia land !yin; oat in tl.c-
county.
J. T. Yancey. hourh: iroperty on-
Fjizabrth street from Georae Tewelt
for Sr and other consideration.
W. -C. O'Bryan *sold to John TI'
bald for $123 property in th: are
addition.
Emery's Court.
Justice Emery called over his
et yesterday and this morn'n
gins trying the difissrent articma !A-
fore him.
Conntv Clerk.
Pranes'y lying on nrohl.laral
as enite has !welt Fold by VV. H.
Etheridge to Alonzo ' McNeil foe .
$200. and the deed Weil :.,t• record
yesterday v..ith the comity c lerk, ,
W. C. iOrBryan sold W. W.
lingers for Vacs property in the.
O'Bryan addition fa, the c"st.
i Land in the enmity ivaa Itaisaht :or
Allowance To Home. t iV14) by .J• T. Iloeser, ,E!-"I'y
Yesttrday in the count,- roes' .1. li-eprr.
was allowed the Home of the Frishul- R S. Beaty 
and wife trstic:r•-red
less $75 in order to help in the work tr, T. J. Lovell 
for S, 6-.n. proriety
.;on Jefferson between Thirteenth and
of drat good institution. Fourteenth streets.
I. H. L Harrison bought from W. C.
Bettie Dunaway filed an anewe
r O'Bryan for $6o, property in theLand 
Litigatien.
and demurrer yesterday in th
e Harp- O'Bryan addition
•••••m••••••••••
be-
ad-
MR. STARKS WILL
FORCE CITY TO ACT;
Mr. Oscar Stadia, who is president
It's  Up to You!
Remernei1tJs free. See
this machine. Read our
offer----A natural tone
talking and singing
machine F.
ree
Calj at on rstore and hear the
specl4iIy prepared Records of Bands
and other Instrument/I Musk, Songs,
Searles, Recitations, and assure your-
self that this is the best offered. You
Buy only the Records.
STANDARD TALKING
MACHINE RECORDS ARE
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
AND QVALITY.
As a home entertainer it has no
equal, The best` talent it the coun-
try is -brought rigfft to your fire-
1
.
side to while away evenitiga with prise and
+tinigt, recitations and songs: An listener.
71tPt ill. ;
at a moment's notice and here yea
have the best orchestra of the coun-
try to play the dance music. Or you
may wish to leadn a song and -what
tter instructor can you have than
ore of the Peerless singers to phrase
a song over and over again if need
he. The possibilities of this' wonder-
ful little machine for instruction
amusement are endless.
This Grapropnone represents one
of the latest achievements of the
rgest and best equipped Talking
Machine Industry in the world.
Therefore its reproduction wit.) stir-
most exacting
. t .delight the
ti" ptu dance may be gotten ier The eq
uipment
CENDLER-Iti` LYDON.
enamel Steel Horn with large ampri-
f:siag Bell arid brass ociactiatsit
Horn Connection.
I Detachable Horn Supporting Arm.
Aluminum Swinging Anti—
Noiseless and periectly construc-
ted Motor.
Oil, tempered bearings. that wilt
and 'last a lifetime— .
An adjustable Speed Screw—
Indestructable Natural lone Sonnet
Box,
One Standard .• Talking Machine
Free to Every Customer whose Cash
Purchases amount to
See and hear this wonderful Matra-
meat sad learn how easily you 'es*
consist, of allilivels obtain one free.
::`•—••• .yr:"-* • ,t`.
4•
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E. H. OUP8
4 Attorney i-J.J.Lair
1tOcuns..,5 sand 6 r Itetliter BUM1rng,
.5.23 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation an
Real Estate taw.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
--LAWYER—
'Will practice in all, courts of Ken-
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REF.11
LA W YERs
'Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
'Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,
Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOE
LAWYERS
4)FFICES: Benton, Ky., rear banL.
Marshall County; Padttcah, Ky..
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 1 14- Old Phone 4234
 _4
J. K. HENDRICK, J. 0. MILLER,
VVIL MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
'and Marble.
LAWYERS.
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register
ing, 523 1-2 -Broadway.
Practice in all the tours of the
-state. Both phones 31. •
Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 295 Office 251
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKIIILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
110 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to 3
m. and 7 to co p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 amid
Columbia Building.
Phone roez—Red.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
IN TURKISH COURT.
PASTY OF AMERICANS HAVE
AN ODD EXPERIENCE.
Are Welcome(I. Into Justice Shop Lo-
cated on t.e Site of Solomon's
Tamr.:3 in the Holy
Land.
A citizen of I •dian territory, while in
Jerusalem rece .tly with a party oi
wiEl: in lao ngr.a t oan inov,gei Tine xtphpeerti
fe:nro elan whichedrs  et
Mosque of Oath..., which stands on the
memory. The p .1-ty was en route to the
All at once a hez -ry shower of rain com-
menced to fall. Not being provided
with umbrellas on this occasion, all
members of the party sought shelter in
the nearest door way, the door standing
invitingly open. 'lo their utter astonish-
ment they were unexpectedly ushered
into a room whr ••• a Turkish court was
being held.
The judge was Turk, who
wore long black whiskers and had on a
long, reddish looking robe, which swept
the floor. Although deeply engaged in
the case that Nes bele tried before him,
the judge found time to smoke from a
large water pipe, which stood on the floor
near by. His honor was judge and
Jury combined. A number of advocates,
witnesses and spectators were sitting
or reclining on mats ranged around the
room, while the judge apt in a high a.ir
and the lawybataid!tilliflif
plcp htaitueret.. With the exmgtion
of lie Oa, thitehatSterlarrialY mere
Turks and Hebrews, all of waorn wore
lo: :g robes, the Turks wearing fens and
the Hebrews turbans.
The prisoner at the bar was a Hebrew;
be was charged with stealing a coat from
another Hebrew. The evideuce, given
In Arabic by the witnesses'. seemed to
convince the judge that the prisoner
was guilty, as he was sentenced to nine
months in fall. The trial was just being
concluded when the Americans arrived
on the scene. Immediately the judge
arose from his seat and approaching in
th. 11,4_ a dignified manner, offered each of the
Dnu
 party his hand, saying in excellent Eng-
lish that he was happy to be honored by
their presence in his humble court room.
He then adjourned court for the re-
mainder of the evening and invited the
party to remain and have some refresh-
ments. For fear of being adjudged in
contempt of court they remained with
him sitting on the mate on the floor like
they had seen the natives do. After cof-
fee had been served by the court bailiff
the judge asked them where they were
from, how they enjoyed their trip and
what they thought et Palestine. They
told his honor that they were from the
United States, 'tad had a very pleasant
trip and admI fied ralestine, but would
like to see it clean:vd up. The judge
stated that the cleaning process would
be brought abont aelittle later on. but,
like the Biblical seating, it was not safe
to put new wine into old bottles for fear
of breaking the botrlee, so It would be
dangerous to put new ideas into prac-
tice until such Um as his people had
time to properly digest them.
In answer to the question how he hap-
pened to speak suci good English the
judge said that he had learned the Eng-
lish language from his children, he hav-
ing 17 children and several wives, who
had attended the American missionary
schools in Constantinople and had
learned the English language that way.
The judge stated thst, although he was
a Turk and a subject of the sultan, he
was an admirer of President Roosevelt,
whom he regarded as the greatest dip-
lomat of the age. no showed a com-
plete set of the pros dent's books prlot-
d in French, which he said he bad read
through several Un es. lie also stated
that his only regret was that he did not
have one of the president's mighty guns
to hunt Dig game will:
 Speaking of our
election system, he sard-tErt-our po
of electing a president every four yeqs
was a bad one. He thought when tile
United States had as good a man is
President Roosevelt that we ought lo
emula of Mexico and kee
e made iiir
stem was Con-
w .oti learriekt
e jury system,
allowed one
any as 17 chil-4
ti at he would'-
in the United
States d have all his W Owl
and a with him.'
Eyes 8,000 Years Old.
Eight thousand ears is a good agefor a pair of hum a eyes to last. An
Egyptologist claims to have discovered
thrum arrelent orbs in Mummified re-
mains at Girgeh, (Input Egypt. Theprofessor found a series of graves
Which, he declares, extend orer en in-
interval of at least 1,000 years, repre-
senting the most arzhale of prehistoric
periods. The bOd'ea, Si' the
dryness of the climate, aid lisittins
the excellence of the method' employed
In embalming, are In a surprising state
of preservation, and in two cues the
eyes remain so perfeet that the lenses
are in good condition.
C. MA SEARS, M. IL
Meyers St,
317,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
t (Homeopathist)
306 Ilroadway—Pho—
Residence, firg Broad" 
Phone
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
pArrucan, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificatels,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five mkt-
Wee time at the
[PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
gel SrOadilly.
Jim Duffy
4o3i/a Broadway.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 71ER
as 'wont
They told hint
ilidgea held court, with
and that they weri
wife and seldom
dj Ills Mu
heroism, sail nose-of de rycheerful
els her fa- I
etr:43:ittigZod London. I
and let her see how other people do
thiegs. Wth any luck she might meet
another man. She—Oh, dash every- ;By COSMO HAMILTON thing!' I'm certain I ain't at"
On the last day of his leave Mary
took the man who would never betray
to the placo where they had first kissedI want you to tell me. I've got my 
—not in the brother and sister mannerown ideas on the matter. Wes Din- The poor child wartm the verge 0/ton coward or liar? 
a breakdown. Only 01,WerY etrong will-There is a woman in the story, and
Dinton has a straight fine effort kept away a great buret of weep-nose, a 
mustache, and he stands six foot one lag. Harry was touched and ashamed
and full of self pity. They stood alIn his eOcks.
Canon Dinton had one lently for a minute or two looking int*son, hfaj.
the deep, swift iitreans, spanned fet- eWhig one daughter. Thetr houses
lay near to each other in a village rustic bridge declared to be unsafe
side Gloucester. 
out-
The world was full of music.
I Harry Dinton and Mary Savernake "Good-by," whispered Mary.
Carbis knew each other by sight before "Good-by," said Harry, taking her is
either was able to pass the time of kis arm&"You will—writ.
day In words tabulated by JoLuasOrs • • What?"
For some years they were wheeled ONO way every
 ma"' 
And
 you?"
onograp
CI3A
Y1 it..)tie.
Will bring Veistrie0To your
-- *tome during the long sarn-
slier eveaings. .They ate run*
sing/now at our attise..)Coom en
in see& hear ;thaw-, -Then:44
you'll Want one. Big sake-
--.*!ilerre.,
-.Tiri,10040000400004
, .
• Warren St.Witileat
II
side by side. For me yea they ran "CI course."JEWELERS.together hand in hand. Then came A tremendous wave of sympathy
Harrow, and a "school for the daugh- came-over him, and he kissed her with 403 Broadway.
ten of gentlemen" at Brighton. le a°rnetbing of the old b°Y111A Itr°'the holidays they raced on poniaa.! Instantly she flung her arms around
blackberried and kissed each other is his neck and told him, Incoherently,
a brother-and-sister way. Then the ; with tears and laughter, what he was
boy entered the "shop," as his father to her, what he had always been, whalhad wished to do before him, and the he would always be. "I am one olgirl remained at Brighton. In the those queer people," she said, "whoholidays they still raced on ponies, ! having roade an idol, could never seeplayed tennis and golf; but they black- , it shattered and hie. If you forgotberried and kissed each other no more me. Harry—forgive me, darling, totIn a brother-and-sister way. At II suggesting such an.-absolutely absurdthey were, very secretly (no one meal , thing—I should thzOW 11171111it into thistitnow), engaged to be married. liar- river and drown.* ' ••••• .7,I ry's mustache could be twisted; lust "I don't believe yen." SIM HOIR7-Ulf Mary's hair had gone up.
Jove, how time slips on from chapter
to chapter!
Harry Dintoa grew into line youne
man, straight-backed, clean-eyed, hard
of hand. On the great day upon which
be mate down to the drawing-room in
his first uniform he looked every inch
a soldier.
"Will be do. Dinton? WM lur do?"
said the Major, with a slight tesistoke
In the corners of l hie eyes, due very
likely to gout
"He's • credit," replied Canon
ton, in the stiffest speech he ever per-
petrated, due, very okely, to tont alao, that another man would come alone"to his father, to his friends, and to , with whom she would fall in love,the nation."
"Eh, Mary my dear, eh?" 
I knowing that she would never in ha
life love anyone except kiniseE."Yes, indeed!" said Mary, while is It cannot be said that Harry washer heart she cried: "He's a man, and happy. Mary was. Wasn't she to inee.he's mine—he's mine." 
ry the man who would never betray?then Harry "joined," and began
to live as most of them live; he bought 1 Two days before he left India be
things he couldn't afford, and gambled swore to be true to Edith*. and Oh.
and paid up with other people's mosey, bung round his neck much as Mary had
married done, telling him that she was notand flirted a little with young
afraid. He would wait till she waswomen. Soon, quite soon, his mental
The free, she knew. I think I said thatperspective began to • change.
three figures which hithbrto had his nose was straight., that his mous.
dwarfed all others in his sight becanae, tech was fine, and that he stood sin
respectively, "dear old dad," "fanny foot one in his socks.
old chap," "poor little Mary." • wire was headed to him on board,
It ran in this way: "Henry has musedPoor little Mary read, and re-read,
and kept his letters—we know the let- away. Cable just arrived. I am
broken-hearted. Come back soon toters—and laid her lowers, her heart,
her faith, her trust, at the foot of the Edith'," And the words danced
orne theInlIthtlisepedestal upon which she had placed brain all the way
the image of the man who would never Village outside Gloucester.
betray. For you must understand that ' His father .found in him a man he
Mary was no ordinary girl, didn't know. A little startled, but not
She was a hero worshiper, an entho- ; without pleasure, pride and excitement,
Mast, an optimist, a believer in things; he began at once to cultivate his eon's
she was very simple. So far as she acquaintance. The major knew the
knew, she had never possessed a moth- climate of India, and put the change
er, you will remember. Her environ- down to that Mary welcomed him
ment also kept her from becoming as , quietly and the Canon and her father
other girls are. The country was all noticed for the erst,taaa• that she, too
she needed. Her garden, her animals, had changed. Here was a woman who
the management of her father's house, had been a child.
Ailed her days. Her dissipations were There was much laughter with tea.the croquet matches she played with The two oldish men vied with earl.the Canon and her father, till the light other in saying slightly cynical things,tailed, to be followed by ant-throat with an ate about them of knowing aibridge with them under the green - man of the world when they saw him,shaded lamp. She needed no frocks Mary only Loosed her Teggisess.
She attended no sales- Ohs borvowod Presently 'they found themselves,
no money. She met no "smart" pee- and /tarry, going instinctivelyple. She saw no life, but she lived 'tortYhe river.
to her own complete satisfaction in her For some time, while the sun set,dell, stupid village. There were the they talked
letters, you will remember. (We know an obvious strain. Th"''''''—en gugreni,"‘.'m
the letters.) though she could stand it no 10111Mr.Do not for a moment run away with Mary got op and ran to the middle ofthe notion that Harry did not belleee the bridge. Ita room wanks creaked
the high-gown, not badly-worded sea- horribly.
timents he professed tit
-weekly to the 'Mary," eriadi Harry, "came back!"nxissman he was to marry- At He made a plunge at the bridge tothat time he di& -aftliciititille. waver take bey Into safety .
• • • 1 • •• ...IP • • ••• 1,6 •••• t•• 
1.0b10.1r* 1.1110111101101.gairnlia, 
Mary, Ole is a dediO, 01. f
she always was:s dt raillThe Man Who Would
Never Betray
4
 de (Copyright. goy, by Joseph B. Bowl•s.)
thtee-corned no
they. kept
sod no avial&
di to himself that 
trying to speak lightly.
"As God Is In Heaven," mid MEP
Not strangely--there IsNOW
streams in this world, aa we all It=,
love took Edith* Taronrier totoo. And until his leave came round
again—e, matter of some dosses • al
months--she and Harry waved aside
the rules of the game.
Remembering the horrible solemnity
and determination in Mary's voice as
they stood by thevelv_er, Ow% hero,
continued to 5141111/elie' abet, 460
mail to theipt_rtibp pain marry, hop
lag IdefigatirkidNhialand of way,
th
bolt
POM a * • ' "If you some on e bridge, too, ftIho it will break and I shall fall in."ban I Lally. re"Why stead the?" he cried trao-
was different; 
 
that, 17 and trnlY. am  *peke very ern et .e, na-thougliMaj• I , the 0$17- - womantithe saying something she had carefully Fs.World. 4 hialOobe ardtnarif7' vil, beamed.
tA
epel y' sea" And 1119, to the litalViii "A week before you came home I re-lf °his beat - pal, he Stilt tont/tared to calved a letter from an old school-fel-slay the galas, noire or lair According low who is in India. She is married toid NAIL " . . a man in your regiment and knowsr limon cape it day when theilisOipeot you."
was brdered to lefts. litai41 IlDett- his "Ohl" said Harry. "Be quielt. It'sleave' at home. For,tlyi 
I 
tit fe'r_rdaYs cracking!"
'geitie ing. 
Then
ell'alpettinff thee h rcti 'Wasgit U "She's a woman I h re never knows
v 
croquet bored to tell an untruth. She warns me
. hen, and laying bridge for love didn't against you, and tells me that youI. so off-the-map. , There were ; matt7 that? You knot,/ why I am standing
amuse. It was all so quiet, so slow and a Mrs. Tarporley—am I to believe
1 iningabe was missing, the opera. with here. I told you 'hat I should do1 a trio t.,.., at ur ng m. 
_ For aft instant Dinton hesitated. II
e•Jest that dossen't matter:, a new 1/8-y. Have you and Ors. l'arpOrley—"
I maY7 Wei the most teautiful he said yes, there would be no obstaclei In the world and all that; btitswhY in his way to prevent marriage witho didn't somebody tell her not to 'wear Edith*. If he said no, he would be
wdresiftorn,, ,41n"t4taher'nlikthedr—w:."
 1714111411riderehain'rt loved, no longer eared about
obliged to marry a woman he no long.,
In that autte' iladitief: IliCt=ltnE irri- "No," he cried. 'It's a He."tatedisiti. • 1 .: '7.' .• -. I %; .-.) ' 
"On your honor?"
' "I dunnn." he litra SWIM in an "On my 'honor as a gentleman."ashamed way, in the watches of the with a
 grant cry, Mary made a nisisight; "I dunno, I'm aura their old and, ad the *oral-eaten plank gavedad used to seem Fuels a grand' chat) at way, scrambled up the bank and flungase time—such a distinguished man, herself into the arms of the man whobuilt big and all that. New be strikes would never betray.one as a rather common
-014e fusser, 
£5to SqualloO. everything is! And then, take the ma-Keeker -Yee, I've beard of
'What kide .,l of look' ig man is h" .
SquaUlelni.Vhist a4eeriel
rm out,bf 
-soupy
d lodr#111'veri
' Nokker -Ile's the kind that's eiwa tr or lack of exercise. i wonder why the/looklng at the ceiling through a glass devil I haven't heard from Kditha for
tumbler —Chi 1 VW a "•ero whole days! Per littit. Cap
-
II •
f
•
cent Ice Cream. IDon't forget.
room( • .-BBOADWAT.
TIC.. MIL
S. P. POOL
In cerrine3tion with the best Foun-
tain service,•Zacb. Hayes has added al;
fine line of
AT -aav
Headache 1g
Powders
AMIE be :laidulysritappeadebefi
aftfr.it tWibtiPPA41144)14‘11ft/ler frosts neamtes—severe or
occaskilld l'alsonic.
They never fail IQ
OriFit QIIICAL,-
Awing OW pain In. wry few
nutes
J. N. Oefrischlaner
DRUGGIST'
SIXTH AND 113ROADV I AY
TSSAPHONE !zu
mrsartiV 
L MCandji Dr. 13.1, MAI-)
and will continue to keep up the rep- °eine with Dr. Rilye.22,1 itiyerm. raeutation our founain has for magnifi-
North Fifth, Both Plumes 355.
Sestet:nee zoo easy, Via Phone reqm
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Than Building .
It.
- PADUCAH UNDERTAKING Co.,
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES 
sos-20$ S. THIRD ST.NO. are
L. 0. STEMINSON.
V.
.r
*Me+ Me+41111-1-eil
11411.
J COU LSON.
t NCH.
Sttaii and Hot Water Heating
Moue 133, 52`J Broadway.
L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
rf:i r, • a -IP 
306:Broa4way • 2 Phones:Office 385—Res1deace 1696
man—Oh, dash it all, bow rotten Boyirliker.
The sultan of :Tesdley •owas more
than 200 bicycle", sags with gold and
silver mounting,. U. Is said that he
could earn a good safari as trick rider
He also has a weakness for motor ears
end grand plant%
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MDUCAH REM. ESTATr... WESTERN KENTUCXY FARM L EA*MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 'WSSTEREIKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LISTFREE TO EVERYBODY, SEND FOR ZT.
Ir.D0 se w. WIIIITT1EMtett,L. taradtkovh,
_
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Bloch
Office Phone 36% Residence 1 1107,e 736
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 trateniity Building
Office hone, 484-A 
Resió6nce Phone, 323
I
---SPREALLOF MALADY. Bropurr MOOSE ANTLERS.
ftftriN if9IX
Sat
TIUNURBEB, YEARLY. {
49
ilemelleal Authorities Putting FOrt)a
ties
"Their Best Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Boll
Disease.
The cOteanission teoch was aPPoiuted
} ;feat year by timi Now York board sO
letaltle Oa .0* puegnionla and wholie
.1trulibintseit Itiliert has just been sum-
marised, bet abili prise, is composed lit
men of high professional rank, says the
:New York Tribune. l'et the problems
t. Ineolved In the tntuld 14e *0 seti0U1
• that there is no danger of securint too
h4lexalted a grtele of taleneOge their doh-
e..
The ovhicl *caning& .
ton hits bee
eaRecullar pro
time consu
Obis anY o
ranked second as a cause of morality.
aliVithie the last ton or nfoge 'ear e the
elerolav,YeaoLangesdplaterlif dine karts
.of the United States, if not in the me-
" tropolis. Consumption, as a remit!. 011
the adoption of more enlightened meth-
ods of prevaatioa and treatment, works
a littio less havoc now than for:newly.
.fsraszot:A.tvilyether ii anA fidds a
o Ogle n p portion
t 
In the DIMon. There liagrourid for
the belief that grip has contribuCed
materially • th t because; it is
often a ttack of patio-
amnia lessi mall for
succes illness df an-
other , whatev* the
cause, the increas • prevalence of pneu-
lisierits liaa -excited VA% gravest &Owen and
perplexity in the medical profesailea.
The .tolbleilasion is convinced •that,
lika tuberculosis. the mots or. late ti pe of
lung disease is attributabieto the pros-
=
ink:Nabs. ape thet tgo latter are
sailed by the &elk/of sputum
from patient*. The orgehtuns are not
easily, borne about id the air sO long U
they are moist, but afterward thee are
as easily circulated as dust particles.
This fundamental feet shows the dale-
ability of deluging a sick room with.sun-
light, promoting ft ae ventilation and m-
iter a broom only when the floor has
been sprinkled.
Some puzzling facts bate been elicited
in the course of the investigation con-
ducted by Dr. Darliatiton'sexperts. One
Is that pneurnococel, the supposed cause
of the diseam, ar• sometimes carried in
the mouths of persona for weeks with-
out prodecing any apparent effect. In
like manner they are observed in the iie-
eretions of patients who have recovered
for a considerable interval after the dis-
appearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an attack of typhoid
fever and gives rise to the eueetlou how
long such persons may threaten the
health 5 their associates and bbors.
•il
.pre useful
r may
talon.
i ng saga precautions
for ccommunity in which pneumonia
prevails.
Prevention Is infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals considefw hat GI
do if their first line of defense fails. The
only remedial avant to which the con- i
Mon refers is a blood scrum derived
Isom an linMene Ail-a E , ' i Mon t s
31 4 . eri 'WA. iiikitgly a to Ub-
litilli! ROV rti?Ircrdt. ot er vet'. ute.:.71
the IMMO ceeeracter having been /nada
14repeatedly in the last few ye:tr The
1..c,tft verdiet rendered is a little canon ,:bus..
ems, while the commission seems to 1 late
found that a serum, as now prepared.
1145 ''Illigilt be serviceable for pnitaii 
.111 X( tiagnesia. It appears-to be *Whit
,st r,dhp,rpulf+.41Al and protective goat! les et,
it „rthe 'article. however, if the Serum
" Which a few physicians *vett Opt/ em-
4? ploy, is not all thatt OMR ikedtented. frit-
1*•••.rT--Plaued--saithatlit--asalt-ilettrilieeeion:filkli
that carebsonore hesetily ut eiltd.
. iJiii.ii Ui../, 41,1i TI P
Palm* 3/4" illphy
on
:C rm.u sroorairciratuu::.1 en
AMISS' ler Winslow
*tiering OS risen into
*We of lath. At-, one
used mete deflate
Y and peetpionia
Bagpipes and Orefeeldirs.
ttlitgtittflneapilea.i gardener al
cflifabileatories, !whose
chrtemuma n view to the
neRUL-,; ent Scot
with a piessionatelcre for all
that a' the 14
Ha andl few kindred souls have
feed &bagpipe bared that willISOO
Pittabitrg the posiohilities La u
41tr;"Jer44nilEti
badef and every man oc.them
b98 "- Itiftsdiffiffufile aii.irtiork) It
mat,
hing,
ther
irgan
show
tamed
is the
wears
is one
thIttete Vitiftbajintgitiii. %WI* do it
ntare are
e recently
to the effaal lielled in
New Brusulleihk. antlers with a
periled of Or lfinsait, 'which, no far
,p,8 Was kilereen, *as ths record width.
Them are tether small antlers; much
larger ones can be purchased any day
in the taskieratists' shops of Bangor,
says a obrreependent of the Washing-
ton Post.
It has long been a question which
Is the largest set of 1330080 antlers in
the, world,. Rome ,years ago a set of
antlers "from--Alaska mounted in Ban-
gor, attracted great attention, as they
spread 74 inches. Like most Alaska
antlers, however, these were ragged
and unsymmetrical. The handsomest
antlers are seldom of wide spread, and
those of remarkable spread are seldom
handsome.
Some time ago the set owned by
oforman Merriman, of 144W YorV, a
member of * Citiumet teratlk tad de-
clared to be I second Willi the
world, spr 62 lue
Benton wa4t4pUted by spolOom4 in
Maine, „IT*, that 62 iss Oling
not the second greateat fignellid, of lime!
lers; neither,, the said. vitas * reeord
established br itha !Iset owleoel by lElied
Edward VILOallimed to spread 11
inches.
Within the posh few years sereral
sets have been mointed in Bangor hav-i gf
a spread of more than 74 in hes,
but they were all froze Minks, and
not at *11 handsome. ,The recOrd, se
far as known, for New Btunswice
moose antlers is 66 Inches, and till*
pair was mounted here, They were
unsymmetrical, and. not worth "Duch
as an ornament.
The Maine record is said -to tie 63
lashes, a pair of this *Ninth ,hivlift
been mounted here a few years ajo by
the late Sumner la Crabby. 1
By far the largest and bands*nest
set of moose antlers of which theses lb
any definite knowledge is thlit owned
by Charles B. Hizeltpiep Aft:Belfast
the official measurentents a '«ibkh
taken at the New York ftliArtmlion't
exposition in 1895, are: Girth, 814
inches;- length, 41 Inches; pe,imation
4PLO by 21% Inches; spread, CI Inches
' But the •iprosel of a set of antler,
does not necessarily Indicate their size
or establish their worth, for measur
Int antlers is an arbitrary proceeding
For initanee. the Ilazeltine set, while
measuring only 61 inches spread, an
73 inches convex measurement, tool
their beauty and value Ile in theil
great Width of blade and In their lb
points. The moose from which they
were tal:en was killed at Chesuneooh
Lake, Me.. In 18S7. by Jule Pease, wilt
says the animal weighed about 1.110t
/mode, being nine feet lost from nose
to end of tilt and eight feet girth.
Newiniaber In . the Country.
ilindit ev'eribtily Wfio goes into-the
woods, or, Weed anpwleere,Ope, xNo
eembee. ariarlesa u ês are
a careainty, deer sod bear are alwalb
possible, aid renter* at .wildisets: klUp
colliers ad*:essans lynxes are stel
nelestly Me thrthr*11 the bloottot chil-
dren and Una iperItons*-wtswa they
cnktis thtonth a' perteh of -irtiOdsl, Mee
itetie . 'A' lo I Mi kil t litligfhPlIlletfe
Ither.rliiity i/iii i;:plitie etirtec
tio'n, for in 
'lifel
;wri 'WI k3* that
you ,meet a shragu'iniii 11 - 41 e. ap-
parent. e ,Tbe ruiii m041-e,r#ar rine,
beick,mme cartridges l.ban 
lgtteri
; ,the
lawyer, on his way home from court,
-Stan& bp in his buggy and *hoots ts
plump bird without disconcerting he,
Xittatockeeid• two or threogsliot.
tilOrrilit&ldh
door of the district 'schoolhouse, rest-
ing avant tett whilejitaiing
ful o* ee'4
struction in more peaceful arts What
would a city schoolmaster think if his
lads of 12 'IMP 1/4a cabin; '4rteed7
school!—H. etitterini,.IXIAttliktic.
-Tios--tr: re. 7P
r'
,
proper clan in one's veins to g e the
r OteikeLffeen holds that
taara licotchwand Obit dadetehniiin can
bp • good gardacer ob. piper. t "An
Illorifettmant. %then*. &I% a gairdener
.rEs. 3.'1rt5m the lop dotyri.*Legits: 9 Jobbing/3X
Si AL iScobliimaa'Statte frAnnAthiEhottom
with a spade digging vegetables.
why so many gardeners coin* from
lewe' 'They Yearn bit
there."--Pittsburg Dispatch. It
• :5-!.1----rrtvi
How Witch Raul Shoots I
Do you kn tha he
shoots its a flf
you wan a d a ins
4 home so it 1
tag both lowers and unopened seed pods
the-
known scienilliVact rIrfs oirftett tto
be verified by that peculiar eriethj-
smell which arises immediately aftei
thapdersArre, the Inerirm, of the
rprelitelci lee-1351)e
upward of air, Just as it is once more
setteesed downward when the bar-Om 
A resident Geneva hall
HIgleiNteMst
.JLOOK
By JoSItii— XF-ATING
( Copyright, may, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
reple, whidh, of course, meant at that I
Moment: "It," whatever it was, was
everything.
"Wag there anything in the post this
morning, that—"
"The post:" she cried. "How c.an
you think that?" . _
"Weil, is itoirle goittPw'n-
"No—no. Why, you are often whey.
Why should that trouble me?"
"Yet you grew serious as soon as I
mentioned it Nat now."
"Did I? Oh, so: it- le oot your goe,
lag. Stall, Reginald, you seem veey
eager to be oft Especially as you
won't be home to
-eight."
Reginald's turn came now for ova
Moore
"Upon my honor, Helen, one would
Ohliak from the very way you said that,
pelt". Was,always anxious to beltway."
Na, But csArt irOtt Come beak to"
otio,ttiri
"Impossible." • ,
'YOU ere 41.1114g.."
, .
She hs.d.rommed his indignatloo.
, Shp smiled.
';Well," said he, forebodingly.
"You'll come back to-nightf7
4tair;, cood-by. I shall not, bet, bid.
In tine for dinner."
Five minutes later Mrs. Reginald
went out lisarllywellen: eat *sot flu
away from the house, and did not ,stoe
Lill she reached the general post office
Any other place en. Lohtiou wits too
small tor the telegram she had to send
"loft ate qhit Wrong. There ehall
be no 'one - last look' in my historyi
haxe leafleted upon my husband being
home this evening. Take this to mean
deflniteh you iottat never dare corn-
munic.ate with me again."
There was no signature. The Send-
fisresifeatures were hidden, and not the
test clew was left whereby the
torten of the meseagektolgpt be traced.
• "That is definitely *Wad." said she
to herself, outside the building. "If
there Is one proof of Reginald's being
fond of me, At le the tact that he is
Still jealous of the man to whom I
Was Once engaged. The mention of
blp name sends him into an absurd,
Ones; Whitt would happen if he knew
ha ett Wit tie n me • letter? Then if
It came to hfit ears that he had
IIiitgaity been to Dee me in Regleald's
own house'. And if they were to meet
there!"
When Mrs. Reginald fget home the
grit thing she did was to take a letter
out of her pocket, put it on the fire
and watch it become ashes. Of course
she read it once again before burning
It.
"When I returned to London and
found you married as a retaliation up-
on tin indifferent conduct, I knew 1
should never be happy in this coantry.
I determined to leave London straight
away. Bit I went to see you—I west
to see you so much. I know it Is
wrong, but. right or wrong is nothing
to me. I tun coming to take one beat
look at yoe, hear your voice fqr the
Last. thus I have discovered when the
hateful being tthat's my husband,'
commented the reader) will be absent.
I implore YOU t9 let me see you this
evening." ..,
Perhepe A Wu, because Mrs. Reg-
usidlp agsmam eense ,was so pro-
nbtnacact tb$, slip declded..not to tell
her.biesband Ttinytilnit about. the 1
W,hpTshould I do ailyihing,th.lici.rt
/41L4g14,-1 9 Aretittt .toopo?., It
mighk,fOrever make,bie andi mine
unhappy. Besides," she added,: with
;011was in her pretty face,
• •
ails you', Helen,' dear?" asked
hichniband; In hrs' kindest tone.
-le ire nothing,' Reginald;" wag her ,
without a kind word from 'you,
Helen?"
"I am deeply sorry, Mr. Greatrex,
that I should ever have caused you a
moment's unhappiness. I can say no
more. The past is the past. I was not
a 'wife then. Now, I have no right to
be mere than polite to you. Your rizht
La Molted in the same way towards
me."
"Abe Helen, my right is not so easily
dsed.f3y rignt you are mine. My
leaf:J.4 for owe has.never lost its pow-
Se. 4  ibitak lIfirkiS14teand day."
"You ac-'e tot alevaye so ready to
(thaw it. Your treatment of ma was
not all that could be desired. *idt that
ia.the, past. lask you to be Mien& on
*Land leave me. Can't Too see two
soar ,being here territies,me?"
'I did not leap* how I valued you
WI I ,lost you.: No I hnow—" . •
.The street Opor` was thrown open.
'She dreaded to 'think that this .might
be her husband. If so, then her pun.
,bahmeot was complete- ,
A sound , of pain came up from the
Hilleii!" called the Voice of
)3er husband, in toiMietaLabie Its
ton: -
.
Helen covered her htee with her
120 di.'
"They will kill "one hiotheri!" *he
Ur. Greatrex etood motionless: The
terror u the woman took away for a
moment his presence cd mind.
"Helen, Helen" called her husband
again.
She wondered why he dclayed corn
in up.
came from the hall.
Hhlen recovered herself a little. She
looked up.
"Stay here," she whispered, trem-
blingly.
She ran softly to the landing and
saw her husband at the foot of the
stairs, moving strangely about the
hall like a man in the dark, although
the ball lamp had been lighted. He I
seemed to be trying unsucee.satully to ,
1take-off his coat with one hand.
"Helen, is that you?" asked Regi- I
"Yes,;' she replied, trying to suppress
her agitation.
Now she perceived that something
had happened to him. He held his
baud tightly over his left eye.
"Has anything happened?" asked his
wife, delaying him at the foot of the
staircase, while she slowly took off his
coat..
"The beastly horse went down on
hill just as I was driving to Jenks
Co.'s place this afternoon in Hallwell.
The hansom went all to smash.
front window sash broke and I Wan
thrown on to it. I think it's imbaee!
my' left eye. The doctor dressed It
and put a cap on it."
Helen's sorrow was as great' as her
husband's pain. But in a moment the
feminine quickness of thought caught
at a means of salvation for her own
and her husband's happiness (what-
ever might be the effect upon his left
eye).
"The gag light he terriele." she cried
"If the sight of one .eye is injured, It
will endanger the sight of the other if
left exposed togas light. Let me bind
R."
Without waiting for permission, she
swiftly drew out her handkerchief. In
another instant she had bandaged his
ight eye, and he was completely blind.
"Now, dear," she said, teAtng his
ono, "let rue lead you up to our room."
• ,10What a kind- little woman you are,
dear," said Reginald.
He stumbled upstairs beside her.
Without hesitating she led Wm - Into
the room where Greatrex stood in won-
derment. - ,
nj.likorisaplfe a decided stop 10 As she passed over the thresaold,
ioI. file was always eland- Helen made a sign indicating that he
looking and well-dressed, too," she
--- must leave at once.
Greatrex went slowly .down the
staircase and out of the house, which
be should never again enter. ;.
The wife stood with her band sport
her heart, at the door of the roam,
fed atfay and lit the lamp, he sat watching the nos till the hall • door
- slaY• -Inc closed behind hire. Then Pile beretk Which the upsetting vialt had Into tears, and returning to the sofabeen threatened was past, knelt at her htsband's feet
"Jane, if anyone calle, send them
ahrWeenstr-emir.410111014 to
men whose extravagance take* the
form of thisg
1
adoration: 'his
alp himeelf. I
of causing any
unpleasantness, I have done the 'Nest
commented, irrelevantly.
.3^A-llttle rest soon restored the good
fits of Mrs. Reginald. She had just
-ale of tea, which cheered her
figefa 3r; and aft4r Jane had
AL 1 
ir 
% 3. 
lirgra Yeti iritit Ade hurried it was back In old 
htiryonry11414 1.11ri
down.
• are. Itegittald's hest -*Mentions were
nr-r" "7"94,3141 "-'
"Forbidding it?" '
"Yob had the ritaillagier rflOr B.HASTY"What message?"
"'Me te/egrani letifitt fhb' morning," itai rnakIng la selef‘..ion for a corn nienceirent gift Isr a Wedding present
"Where did you send it?" •Jet oui terition to a few n ew things we have. You must see our
eTre the hotel entrain on. the letter." bespelful
"I am sorry. That letter was written
in the afternoon. I have not been to Niaaara Falls Cut Clas3the hotel since—"
The woman groaned. ' cur perfect line of
She looked pleadingly at Greatrex-
"If you have any kindness left for
me," she said, "leave my husband's
house this moment. Do not let us de-
lay. Go at once."
c:44.43:1612NCTI=1:44.
times waking lthe night and pep-
pering 
youth' 
)44eit
seeds.ieh t dkeorfor
a must be selected with care
hem' eying ecUy fresh flo
•s that
to do
e need
before
Id lila
cloth arourd brancftes. it Hotel
prevent tbe flower, from with- "nut fin
seed
P°8s
ey
a amp
order to
Ferney-Voltaire. IL he a deep ,n
weir tor ani'POit Of. tIll-Y triuhll
lug. When this o en ng Is made small
nough d
t Mutt I ales
ales th he Leh
the co A te ate
or safrajonwsilit=tren of aci
tiotd
°silent weatheriropheti
litisSerpidtel.
Excited Fishermen (to country hotel-
keeper)—There sn't a bit of shine
about e re
warni4,op ff.
mean
promise
all her parttiebation was now ushered
11)...1611/0yreoknigtaInCeillt-tliert litairesTalak
1 The intense xcite-
n he
for
ow
whi
halo of a martyr.
love Angie* alratedoit hemd
tie heft 'nrthe
, a,
"You will not Rep to moo Hell
said the man. 'o: 
"Mr. Greatrex," she returned With a
cold madner, "why have you been to
nou h to do thi You deliberat
an the hap
if all s
is
ruel. I
sp iM e little
to be happy."
''The past is the past.
, my forbidding it."
in
I am a
In a peaceful farming vale,
the eelgamere 
_glunAge_d_ trouble-
lieliedWniut& ticciTr.--
5TVIIIIIINNIMPPIVIORMOW3111111:,‘
There a vtilatn hind a mortgage
On the dear old farmhouse roe/-
Ike:eh peieli the widow's deuttar
I Wild Mb% d the cloven hoof,
ere was no hero
th manly grace, •
wit nen/ cries of "Mistimes
ng gold Into his face. ,
he in paled and faltered 
Wh i ie he muttered: "Foiled again!"
Ate
t
r 410ratIrdatrittk. if!
AitcLandburgh WIlschi, in N. 'Illus.
 ,
Q (fl illfacoomplishment
Pitience—Is she an accedmplishell
rsatioikalist?
riee--IiiiisdietWitstoWity, I new
ew a wo
Ins In
ers Sta.
could withm s
a.
!eh Gen I hatted;
Whate'er may be said of a sweetheart,
wf "a, •••vno giddy," "too old" or "Poe el,"
oder
.1" can
PSIS&
lea"
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new design-i in a FERN DISH. See the essortment we have
in Fancy Sterling s lver peices--our prices er, .621 for May—Silver
plated work at 1/2 p :ce in knives forks, aad spoons.
Engraving free ca each peice. - Call early for choice of aelection.
Eyes Tested F/ ee.
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co., Jeweler aad Optician.
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
J. A. Konetzka,
It Appeals to the Artistic nil Cultured Class and
Is a "Leadq" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
-
224 Broadway
Mains
4.,011
On Easy
g 11 a Bicycle
'a thents.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It ill *Insure' : •
It will' not 'get- sicio Or die
It will save you sar fare
It Will take you tor& to lunch.
It will eavsayou a doctor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.,
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Meld,
"The 'Tribune," "itambler,". "Mos.
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Elie
cycles are ill. licst that can 'be proe
duced ,ere up.
See our stock of Second' Hand
bicycles„
Cheapest house in town fee Tire s, •-• Belle, Pwops, Sad! es, et: . Re-
member the place..
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
ia6 and ra8 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
GREAT SALE
ALL PAPER S7 OE
. assonnommminum
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE1PHE BARGAINS WE
OFFER...YOU..
•
'
t
rAitvire
oe-k
ffifffillttentalitUttiff22/1342232111=alait
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold eisewg
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15e per roll.
Paper usually sold at toc we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will:
sell at s.
We carry a large and complete
line of Pitture Frames, Mouldings,
Gil Window Shades' in all aors.
)t. brie line of roofing and build-
big papers, canvass and tacks.
IN WALLPA.
4
HAVE: TO
315 hay.
-••••••••
'F'LEASAIrt nACES,
PLEASANT FRIENDS,
PLEASANT TIMES,
Can be depicted
It you take _ -
oda
with you. $1 to $20
M'PHERSO
__DRUGSTORE.
WANTED---Fcr U. 5. Army;
'able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
Unsted States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write EHsh. For information
apply,, to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
•sis
IVAIsItED TO RENT—Dwelling
with .not Tess than four rooms on
-second- -floor. Must have modern
convenience's. -Will take long lease
on desirable house. Address, X. Y.
Z., this office, locating property and
naming rent.
WARTAD—Book case. Give de-
seriptigagend 'price. •13 2. Care Regis-
ter. •
FOR RENT—Five room house
with all modern conveniences, 219
North Fourth street Possession
given June T.
WANTED—Bids on two bored
wills, about 3 mils'es. on thecmfwyp
wells about 3 miles in the country.
See J. j. Bleich, t23 Legal Row.
FOR RENT—Residence with 7
rooms, all modern conveniences, sits
Broadway. G. W. ROBERTSON,
91 B'way •
Wedding at Wloodsille.
Sunday aftrnoon at the Methodist
parsonage at Woodville, Mr. M. V.
Whirr& and Miss Flny Harbour
were married by Rev. W. P. Hamil-
ton.
in Ballard county, not being noticed
county and the license was procured
They were married in McCracken GRAND
 oFFIcEss
by the Rev. Ilaniilton until they were
married the contracting parties and
priacter ha to walk over into Ballard
titinty. (which is only about ice)
yards and be married again.
Sheriff Making
Out Tax Bills
(Contin •ed From First Page.)
) .
heen laboring at the
tos -for near:y two months now.
The ill ttshi the bills -over to-the
ha - ;)f-Cit Treasurer John J.
Dorian, who June 1st commences
collecting the first half of this year's
taxes.
ASS&VI-.4hdr Brewey.
A city official yesterday said that
motion wouhl be made soon in the
public legislathe boards, to have the
Paducah 'Brewery, of Tenth and
Monroe streets, placed upon the as-
sessor's books in order to pay muni-
cipal taxes fo:- this year, inasmuch
as -the five ye'-i's' exemption granted
it expired the first of last. January,
Witco the Messrs. Hoerber built
the brewery i- two the city ex-
empted them paying taxes for
five years. co •cing January it.
1001, this reli :sing given all new
outside concerns as an inducement
tc. locate here. This exemption ran
out the first of tl•is year, therefore
the city assessor F '-ould have valued
the property last fall, so the owner;
Would commence apying their taxes
commencing this year. The assesso:.
overlooked the fact that the exemp-
tion had expi-e0. and now the city
legislators will have to order the
nlant put ,on the books so it can be
made pay the city._ taxes, like all
other concerns. The Messrs. Hoer-
' • - two weeles aim sold the plant to
Peducans who now control it. For
".e first five years the linerbers did
s'n pay any city license of $75 either.
like other breweries, het they paid
that special tax the first of this year
when License inspect%r George
I 'diehard called noon them for it.
Fine Inspector.
A glance yesterday over the books
in the city treasurer's office shows
that License inspector George Lehn-
hard is mak'ng a most excellent
official, as thus far this year he has
caused to be turned into the city
strong box $1.000 more each month
than for the same months last year.
Inspector Lehnhard keeps hot upon
t-ail of the delinquents who are
obeying his instructions to pay up.
or bear the penalty, or warrant?
Budwiser, king of bottled beer. in
family size cases of two dbonern
bottles to tife,case delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An
heuser-Busch Brewing association
branch. Both 'phones 112, J. H
Steffin, manager.
Other Business.
Frank Williams, rarmer of Oaks.
t!own the N., C. & St L. has tele-
phoned the police to lookout for a
thief who stole his coat and $go in
cash.
Calvin Brown was locked up early
Sunday morning for being drunk.
Soraeone.stabbed him in the leg with
a knife, but he claims not to know
who. He is not badly hurt.
Postoffce Burgarlized.
I Collins received a telephone
message from Postmaster Carter, of
Ballance. Graves county, that the
postoffice there had been robbed and
resquested-him to keep a lookout for
suspicious characters.
Hotel lturglaried.
Stindgy.., r coning. Proprietor Ed-
'ward Leveau -of the Third and
Jefferson street hotel, found some-
one had entered his rootn the night
triage 'and stole • his watch, some
rings and other things, valued at$45.
—
NrfA Wilford Rogers i able to
be out after a several weeks' illness.
M. and 1111ra. E. F.. Buck., of South
Ninth, have a new girl baby.
•
The guiding principal In our prescrip-
tion- -Work hi
Faithful and
Conscientious
Compliance
With the doctor's written orders. Infollowing this rule we have the ad-
vantage of a very large and complete
stock to draw from. Furthermore,
prescriptions brought to us cannot
fall into the hands of inexperienced
persons, because
EVERY %XXX
in our store is a registered pharma-
cist.
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED. - •
Otruists, Pifth and Meal.
Both Phoney t73.
Mrs. Bert Gibret has returned from
Henderson, Ky., where she was
called by the death of her father last
Thursday.
Mr. Jake Weil returned from Cairo
Sunday night.
' Mr. Cliff Miller spent Sunday in
Mayfield with friends.
Misses Elizabeth Wise, Frances
Bergin and Mr. Clarence lious-
holder returned Sunday evening
from spending the day in Cairo.
Colonel Victor Van de Male left
yesterday morning for a drumming
trip to West Tennessee,
Mr. John Trent, storekeeper for
the I. C. shops' here, is in Chicago.
attending the annual convention of
the Storekeepers' sissociation.
Mrs. Ned Baker is 'visiting in Ed-
dyville. Ky.
Mr. J. C. Porter is in Louisville on
business.
Professor Wm. Deal and orchestra
left Sunday for Paris and McKenzie.
Tenn., where they will furnish music
for school commencements.
Rev. T. J. Newell and son Edwin,
will return tonight from McKenzie.
Tenn., where they are en route back
from Memphis and Birmingham, Ala
Miss Mamie Townsend Sunday re-
turned to her home in Chicago. after
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Al Townsend.
Miss Lula Hargis. nurse at River-
side hospital, has gone to Cannell-
ton. Ohio, for a six weeks visit.
Mrs. Wm. S. Corbett of Camden,
Tenn., is 'visiting her sister, Mr's. I..
A Lawler.
Mr. Yeiser Ripley goes to Louis-
ville today on business.
Mrs. Harry Shanks and daughter
of Louisville. are visiting the form-
er's sister, Mrs. David I. Van
Cc
 
uvGlni rnt ah.
iana, Ky.. and Grand Keeper
nd Chancellor T. G. Stalin of
of Records J W. Carter of Owns-
horn, Ky.. are here visiting the
Paditcah Knights of Pythias.
Jailer James Eaker and wife are
visiting in Bardwell. Ky.
Miss Ethel Farrel and Mr. Miles
Cole of Marion. Ky, came here Sun-
dayand were married. by Rev. J. W.
Plackard
Miss Cassie • Conn of Russellville
yesterday went to Hopkinsville, after
visiting Mrs Curt Covington Miss
Conn leaves for there today to join
her sister.
Mr. T. A. Roberts and wife of
Hatfield. Tnd . are visiting tehir
daughters. Mesdames J. W. Mean and
C. V. Randolph of here.
Mr. Joe Augustus last night went
to Chicago to locate.
Miss Alie Cabell today goes to
Nashville to attend the commence-
ment exercises given at Ward's
seminary.
Mrs. J. R. Hall has gone to Iron -
dale. Mo., to visit relatives.
Mrs. M. -Z. Mizell of Dexter. Ky.,is visiting Mrs. C. F. Akers.
Mrs. Emma V. Dint of Punier),Mo., is here for several days.
Dr. C. E. Purcell has returned
horn Auburn, Ky., where his mother
died recently.
Mrs. Samuel Winstead has gone to
Jackson, Tenn.. to visit her sisters,
Mesdames DeWitt Newman and J.
H. Roberts
Miss Martha Rhey of Pennsylvania
is visiting Miss Lillie Rieke Boyd of
West Washington street.
• Mr. Bomar Sweeney and wife of
Tnlar, Texas. are visiting in Paris,
Tenn., and shortly come here to
visit the latter's parents, Rev. and
Mrs. T. 5, Newell.
Mrs. James Hubbard today goes to
Cairo to visit Mrs. Maud McLaugh-
lin.
Dr. B. B. Griffith has gone to St.
Louis on hilliness.
Police Commissioner Mann Clark
yesterday went to Dawson for two
weeks,
Mr. Charles J. Bronston and -wife
of Lexington, Ky., returned home
yesterday.
Miss Garnett Buckner returned
Sunday from vishing in Mayfield.
Misses Bettie Heaten and Sallie
Farmer wept, to Illinois yesterday
to visit.
Mr. Oce Alexander leaves today
for a drumming trip through the
South for the furniture factory on
South Th;rA 
Mr. Charles Crow and wife left
suect._
last night for Lamoine, Cal., to lo-
cate.
Presbyterian
la Tea
Te Remove Freckles lk PimplesProceedings
 Dust Use Nadinola'
Number of Complaints and Petitions
Filed—Heresy Case.
Greenville, S. tj4e
Presbyterian general assembly Sat-
urday the complaints of Dr. S. H.
Law and others against the Synod of
Virginia, the complaint of Dr. W. T.
Caldwell against the 'Synod of Texas,
the complaint of the First Presbyter-ian church of Fort Worth against
the Synod of Texas and the Presby-
tery of Fort Worth were referred to
the judicial committee.
There was animated discussion on
the subject of education. An effort
will be made before the assembly ad-journs to have appointed a com-
mittee and a secretary of education
The case of Dr. W: •tiildsvell-rif
Fort Worth, Tex., on the charge -Of
heresy will probably be taken up the
first of next week. A telegram was
sent to the Northern Presbyterian
assembly requesting that ar-
range their home mission k in
Oklahoma Territory so hat' ‘304re
will be no friction between the
mission/work of the Southern Pres.byterian assemblies. A very strong
overture was received from the
Tuscaloosa Presbytery, urging that
the articles of the Charlotte. N. C.,
conference be not received and
adopted. These articles cover the
question of the attitude of the church
divorce.
A recess was taken at s o'clock to8:sis o'clock Saturday evening.
INTERSTATE TEST CASE UP.
Judge Humphrey to Decide on Ni
tonal Safety Apliance Law.
Springfield, Ill., May as—Argu-
ments in a case to test the power of
congress to regulate interstate com-
merce was made before Judge Hum-
phrey in the United States .district
court yesterday. Arguments were on
a demurrer of the Baltimore and
Ohio Southwestern railroad to a dec-
laration in which the railroad is
charged with operating a freight train
without so per cent of the train being
knit sped with appliances; as pro-
vided by the interstate commerce act.
act.
The railroad asserts that the train
a local freight and not engages in
interstate commerce. The govern-
ment contends that the Baltimore and
Ohio Southwestern is an interstate
commerce road and that therefore
congress has a right to reguate its
trains. Judge Humphrey took the
case under advisement.
MAKES MOCK MARRIAGE REAL
Kentucky Girl Fails to Reconcile
Original Man to Queer
Situation.
Lexington, Ky., May 21 —Miss
Anna Pendergast, the pretty Fal-
mouth girl. was today married for
the second time to Town Marshal
II:shop of Falmouth. A week ago
Miss Pendergast, while engaged to
marry a well connected yousig man
of this city, was party to what she
believed a mock marriage, which was
held as part of an evening's enter-
tainment at a friend's home Later
she learned to her dismay that the
ceremony was entirely legal and
binding and that she was in the eyes
of the law Marshal Bishop's wife.
Since then she has tried in vain to
reconcile the man she was engaged
A new inseoverr, sold
ander a positive guar-
antee and looney T.
funded In every ease
where 111 fella to remove
freckles, pimples, liver-
spots, sue-tea, sallow-
ness, °oiler discolora-
tion', blackheads god all
eruptioas of trovekin, no
matter of long
standing, Cures antlaar7
MIMI inn itart,:1411
worst In 10 days.
these defooto are removed the skAn
dear, soft, healthy and beaallitaL o possfige
Mew au result from its use. id ants and $IM
at leadIng drag stores or by nialL
MUM TOILZT COMPANY, Parts, Team
- -
to wed and finally in despair has had
another ceremony performed, com-
pleting the bonds uniting her and,
Bishop.
S'st-int :+11•.:•++++
I( RIVER RIPPLINGS. +
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Cairo, 20.9, falling.
Chattanooga, 3.7, falling.
Cincinnati, io.6, falling.
'Evansville, 9.5, falling.
Florence, an, falling.
Johnsville, 4.4, falling.
Louisville, 4.9, falling.
Mt. Carmel, 3.3, standing.
Nashville, 8.6, falling.
Phtsburg, 5.8, rising.
Davis Is'and Dam. 4 SP falling
St. Louis, 14.6, falling.
Mt. Vernon, coo. falling.
Padtscah, too, falling.
Burnside. 1.8, falling.
Carthage. 2.4. falling.
The steamer Clyde came out of the
Tennessee river last night. She lays
here until five o'clock tomorrow
strtenrnoon before departing on her re -that way.
.1.‘''This morning the steamer Dick
Fowler goes to Cairo and comes
back tonight.
The Buttorff went to Clarksvill-
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
Today the Evansville packet is
the lohn S. Hopkins.
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis
today and gets here Thursday en
route up to Cincinnati.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
today and gets here Saturday of her
way down to Memphis
The excursion steamer Louisians
left yesterday for Evansville.
Capt. Tim Lovell returned from
Cairo last night.
The city of Savannah passed here
yesterday en route from St. Louis
to the Tennessee river
Dave This.
6 photographs 15 cents.
6 photographs 35 cents.
And all sizes.
Give us a trial—good work
Up to-date Photo Co.
2261,S Broadway, Cor. Third.
OTARREL HELD ON BOND.
Attorney in Wife-Trading Case has
Preliminary Hearing.
Taylorville, Ill., May 21.—The pre-
liminary trial of Attorney E. O'Far-
ret charged with obtaining money
under false pretenses. was held in
this city today, and O'Farrel bound
over to the grand jury, his bond be-
ing placed at $i300.
CYFarrel is the attorney who drew
u pthe wife-beating papers for Jack-
man. of St. Louie. and 'Mosby. of
Tower Hill. Ill.. and for his services
he was paid Sim
Gus Coulter continues lingering
near death's door at May6e12.
Old Soutitirn Iiitrmony Singing
At Benton Sunday, May 27
THE ORW.AT ANNUAL EVENT
OF WE* 
DAY IS SPENT
e
 
KENTUCKY IN
WHICH'
A
LISTEN/ TO THE MELODY
OF A THOUSAND VOICES
SINGING THE CYLD FASH
IONED !WNW.
Reduced Rate3 on N. C., & St. L Ry.
 -1r
141.4....
SPECTACLES
EYE GLASSES
Properly 1 Gold Filled
Fitted $2.50
and Solid Jeld
$
Adjusted $5.00
EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
3s7 Broadway.
Medemoiselle Ismar
EGYPTION PALMIST AND
CLAIRVOYANT.
Tells the things you deAre mussin order to achieve success and hap-
piness. No man or woman can affordto be without the assistance she cangive. It matters not what your problens may be she can and will aidyou.
Love, business speculation, lostproperty, threatened dangers, future
prosper•ty, all these and many otherphases of human existence are to her
ar an open book. Tells names andgives discriptions without asking a
question. One interview will con-
vince the most skeptical. Parlorslocated at 317 North Seventh street
Hours 9 a. m to 6 p. m. Prices rea-
sonable.
Ex cursioll:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
nn For the Round Trip to
*U. UU Tennessee river & rehire
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Beats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p.
For other information apply' to lisi.
Koger, euperintendent; Frank L'
Brown, agent.
Why will you suffer?
When
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
WHas cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, ex Phone 38 or 237 and
we wi gladly tell ',you about it
BACON'S
II
DRUG STORES.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 31. 0.1
_SI
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So you will know where to. get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
.Lump Pc, Nut 12c. Both Telephones 254.
Street West Kentoc!(yeed Coal Co.Foot ofOMO
FOR PYTHIANS
MESSRS. STEWART AND CART-
ER VISIT LOCAL
LODGE.
Accompanied by Delegation, They
Go to Clinton, Ky., This Morn-
ing—Mr. Acker Gone.
Grand Chancellor J..T. Stewart of
Winchester, Ky., and Grand Keeper
of Records John W. Carter of
Owensboro, arrived here yesterday
snd visited the Paducah lodge of
Knights of Pythias last evening, at
their hall on Broadway near Fifth
sweet.
This morning at 9:30 o'clockg tbese
two state officials go to Clinton, Ky.,
to attend the meeting of the district
deputies for his end of the state. The
body holds the convention this after-
noon and evening in the Clinton
lodge room, and from here the fol-
lowing Paducahans will accompany
the state officers: Henry Atkins,
Lawrence S. Cleaves, Al E. Young,
Alex Culp, A. D. Buchanan, L. M.
Brooks, Dr. I.,. L. Smith and Ernest
Baumguard.
After the meeting, all return here
tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock ex-
cept Mr. Atkins, who goes from
imp Arkansas
his regular drumming trip for the
Rieke wholesale dry goods house.
Knights Templar.
Mr. Fred Acker, the postman, left
yesterday for Paris, Ky., to attend
the annual gathering of the grand
commandery for the Knights Temp-
lar of Kentucky. He goes as the
delegate from the Paducah lodge.
The state gathering will be convened
tomorrow morning and lasts for two
days.
CHILD DIED.
-4111P'' 
PERSONAL NOTES.
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Gladys Draffen, Aged 2 Years, Died
of Congestion of Bowels.
Gladys Draffen, died yesterday
morning at their home in 115 Clay
street, after a short illness with con-
geat'on of the bowels. The child
was two years of age and will be
buried at the Ctilvert City Cemetery,
that section being the former home
of het parents.
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